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Abstract
This thesis investigates the possibility of approximating stationary solutions of stochas-
tic differential equations using numerical methods. We consider a particular class of
stochastic differential equations, which are known to generate random dynamical sys-
tems. The existence of stochastic stationary solution is proved using global attractor
approach. Euler’s numerical method, applied to the stochastic differential equation, is
proved to generate a discrete random dynamical system. The existence of stationary
solution is proved again using global attractor approach. At last we prove that the
approximate stationary point converges in mean-square sense to the exact one as the
time step of the numerical scheme diminishes.
Keywords: Random Dynamical System, Stochastic Differential Equation, Stochastic
Stationary Solution, Numerical Approximation, Euler’s Method.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Theory of dynamical systems provides tools and sources for understanding and treating
various time-dependent phenomena. These real-time phenomena occur constantly in
our everyday life, hence the importance of studying dynamical systems can hardly be
overestimated. Being a very general, basic area, dynamical systems have been studied
thoroughly, and many researchers have contributed towards justifying theoretical con-
cepts. A particular class of dynamical systems is generated by differential and difference
equations, and most research is carried out on this class.
As helpful as they can be, for different reasons, very often dynamical systems do
not replicate the behavior of the actual systems under consideration. While construct-
ing models and algorithms, we need to consider some external noise, that disturbs the
system. Introducing the presence of random effects in mathematical models gives birth
to random dynamical systems. Random dynamical systems have also been studied
by many, including Arnold [1], Kifer [19], Liu and Qian [26]. The examples of such
systems are also vast and can be found in physics, economics, biology, etc. The sys-
tems that draw the most attention are those which are generated by the stochastic
differential equations and stochastic partial differential equations. Generally speaking,
random dynamical systems arise on intersection of probability theory and determin-
istic dynamical systems. The definitions and concepts of random dynamical systems
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are generalizations of those from deterministic systems, considering the effects of the
embedded noise. Fixed point in deterministic systems has a counterpart in the theory
of random dynamical systems - stochastic stationary solution. It is a fundamental con-
cept, as it provides the steady state of the random dynamical system. It is of course a
random variable, unlike a fixed point in deterministic systems. Finding the stochastic
stationary solution gives us information about the long time behavior of the system.
Very often researchers assume that the stationary solution exists and is equal to zero,
and then prove other results concerning invariant manifolds ([10], [11], [24], [37]). How-
ever, without assuming the stationary solution to be zero, the question arises how to
find such a solution. In some cases the stochastic fixed point can be constructed explic-
itly. In other cases, it is constructed implicitly via some integral equation. However,
in most cases, the stationary solution can not be constructed explicitly or implicitly.
That is why the use of numerical approximations comes to be important.
The main objective of this thesis is to show that under some assumptions the
stochastic stationary solution can be approximated numerically. This thesis is organized
as follows.
Chapter 2 gives the background theory of deterministic and random dynamical
systems. We provide the definitions of attractors and fixed points, following mainly
the results of Stuart and Humphries [41], Crauel and Flandoli [9], Crauel, Debussche
and Flandoli [8], Arnold [1].
Chapter 3 sheds light on the theory of stochastic differential equations. The strong
solution is defined and the existence and uniqueness result is stated. We also provide
background on double-sided Wiener process. Then we discuss the numerical approxi-
mations of solutions of SDEs. Stochastic Taylor expansions are given, and methods of
different orders of convergence are constructed.
Chapter 4 talks about stochastic stationary solution. It is the longest and the
most important chapter of the thesis, as it includes the actual research part. We
start with the definition and a relatively simple example. Then we proceed to another
4
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example, a stationary solution in Hilbert space, a result of Mohammed, Zhang and Zhao
[34]. After that we formulate the general problem and the questions that arise with
this formulation. Our aim is to prove the possibility of approximating the stochastic
stationary solution. We state some preliminary results about matrix manipulation and
also provide a version of discrete Gronwall’s inequality. We now have the means to
proceed to the main part of the thesis.
First of all we describe our model. Define Ω to be the space of all continuous
functions on R, taking values in Rk. Let F be the sigma-algebra of Ω and P be the
standard Wiener measure. Define the following:
F ts = σ {Wu −Wv : s ≤ v, u ≤ t} , F t = F t−∞ =
∨
s≤t
F ts.
On a probability space (Ω,F ,P), equipped with a filtration F t, we define k-dimensional
double-sided Wiener process W = {Wt, t ∈ R}. For positive-definite m×m matrix A,
measurable functions f : Rm → Rm, g : Rm → Rm×k and a starting valueX0 : Ω→ Rm,
where X0 is F0-measurable random variable, we aim to find a finite-dimensional map
X : R+ × Rm × Ω→ Rm, satisfying the SDE
dXt = −AXtdt+ f (Xt) dt+ g (Xt) dWt, t ∈ R+,
X (0) = X0.
Under some assumptions on the coefficient functions and starting point there exists
a unique solution of this SDE. This solution generates a random dynamical system,
with the noise governed by the metric dynamical system
(
Ω,F ,P, (θ (t))t∈R
)
, where
θ : R× Ω→ Ω is the P-preserving ergodic Wiener shift on Ω:
θt (ω) (s) = ω (t+ s)− ω (t) , t, s ∈ R.
We prove that the random dynamical system X (t,X0, ω) has an attractor. For this
matter, we consider the pullback Xtr (X0) = X (r,X0 (θ−tω) , θ−tω), which satisfies the
equation
dXtr = −AXtrdr + f
(
Xtr
)
dr + g
(
Xtr
)
dWr−t, t > 0, r > 0,
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with starting point
X (0, X0 (θ−tω) , θ−tω) = Xt0,
an F−t-measurable random variable. Note that the solution Xtr is then Fr−t-adapted.
With the help of auxiliary lemmas, we prove Theorem 4.5.12, which states that for any
starting point X0 (ω), Xtt (X0 (ω)) converges to a random point X
∗ (ω) in L2 (Ω) as t
increases. We also show the invariance property for X∗ (ω), which makes it a stationary
point and a global attractor.
Having proved that our original SDE has a stationary point, we can now talk about
using numerical methods to find an approximation to it. As we mentioned earlier, the
aim of the thesis is to show the possibility of using numerical approximations, not
to find the optimal method of approximation. We therefore choose the simplest one-
step numerical method - Euler-Maruyama, however more complicated methods may be
investigated. It is not difficult to show that this method generates a discrete random
dynamical system. We want to find the stationary point of this system, and for that we
look at the pullback Xˆ
(
N∆t, Xˆ0 (θ−tω) , θ−tω
)
, with t = N∆t. Again, with the help
of some introductory lemmas, we show that for fixed, small enough ∆t, the solution
XˆtN∆t
(
Xˆ0 (ω)
)
converges to a random point Xˆ∗ (ω) in L2 (Ω), for any initial value
Xˆ0 (ω). This random point Xˆ∗ (ω) is invariant, and therefore a stationary solution and
a global attractor. We provide a few examples - numerical simulations, which support
the theoretical material with visualizations.
The last section of Chapter 4 is the most vital, as it is devoted to the interconnection
between the stationary solution of the original SDE and the fixed point of the Euler-
Maruyama method. We show that the approximate fixed point converges to the exact
stationary solution in L2-sense as ∆t diminishes.
Chapter 5 outlines the main results obtained in this thesis, and states the possible
directions of generalizations and further research.
We would like to clarify which materials of Chapter 4 are novel. We prove that a
solution of SDE generates a random dynamical system under some assumptions. This
6
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is a known result, and it is given here for the sake of completeness. Next we prove that
the generated random dynamical system has a stationary point. Similar results can
be found in literature. Then we consider Euler’s numerical scheme, which gives us the
approximate solution of the original SDE. It is fairly easy to show that this solution
generates a discrete random dynamical system. We also show that this system has a
stationary point. The last step is to compare the exact and approximate stationary
solutions. Theorem 4.7.1 together with its corollaries proves that under some conditions
on the coefficient functions of the SDE it is possible to approximate the stochastic
stationary solutions using numerical methods. This result is novel. Sections 4.3, 4.4,
4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 of Chapter 4 are the basis of a joint paper with supervisor Professor
Zhao, accepted for publication by SIAM Journal of Numerical Analysis. Also, Andrei
Yevik has given a presentation, based on the results of the thesis, during the 2nd
International Symposium on Neural Networks and Econophysics, Loughborough, 13-17
June 2009.
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Chapter 2
Dynamical Systems and
Attractors
2.1 Deterministic Models
In this section we introduce the main concepts about deterministic dynamical sys-
tems, limit sets and attractors. The theory of random dynamical systems is hugely
rooted in the deterministic counterpart, therefore getting acquainted with this section
will prove useful in further analysis.
The theory of dynamical systems arises from the need to describe the behaviour
of mathematical models, which illustrate some real time-dependent systems. Simplest
dynamical systems’ examples would include the flow of water in a pipe or the number
of species in the ant colony. An intuitive approach to dynamical systems comes from
studying differential equations or difference equations. In case of continuous time and
thus differential equations we are talking about continuous dynamical systems. And
while the time is discrete and difference equations are studied we are talking about
discrete dynamical systems. The theory of dynamical systems has been vastly studied
and explored by many researchers. Since differential and difference equations generate
dynamical systems, solving the equations provides information about the behavior of
8
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the systems. We would like to state some definitions and basic results from the sources
Arnold [1], Crauel and Flandoli [9], Crauel, Debussche and Flandoli [8], Stuart and
Humphries [41].
2.1.1 Deterministic nonautonomous systems
Suppose (X, d) is a separable metric space and S (t, s) : X → X, −∞ < s ≤ t <∞, is
a family of mappings satisfying:
(i) S (t, r)S (r, s)x = S (t, s)x for all s ≤ r ≤ t and x ∈ X;
(ii) S (t, s) (·) is continuous in X, for all s ≤ t.
S (t, s) is called a nonautonomous dynamical system and is typically associated with
a nonautonomous differential equation. S (t, s)x is the state at time t of the system,
which was at the state x at time s.
Definition 2.1.1. (ref. [8], p. 309) For any t ∈ R, a set K (t) ⊂ X is called an
attracting set at time t if, for all bounded sets B ⊂ X,
d (S (t, s)B,K (t))→ 0 as s→ −∞,
where, for any A and B subsets of X, d (A,B) is the semidistance:
d (A,B) = sup
x∈A
inf
y∈B
d (x, y) .
The system (S (t, s))t≥s is called asymptotically compact if, for all times t, there exists
a compact attracting set.
Intuitively, we aim to find and characterize the set that will attract some bounded set
at some particular time. Therefore we define the following:
Definition 2.1.2. (ref. [8], p. 309) The omega-limit set of a bounded set B ⊂ X at
time t is defined as:
A (B, t) =
⋂
T<t
⋃
s<T
S (t, s)B.
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If at time t ∈ R there exists a compact attracting set K (t), then the omega-limit set
of any bounded B ⊂ X is a subset of K (t). Also, the following characterization is
present:
A (B, t) = {x ∈ X | ∃ (xn)n∈N ∈ BN and (sn)n∈N ∈ RN
such that : sn → −∞ and S (t, sn)xn → x as n→∞}.
Remark 2.1.3. If there exists a compact attracting set K (t) at time t, then there
exists a compact attracting set K (τ) at any time τ > t.
Remark 2.1.4. If K (t) is such that for any B ⊂ X bounded, there exists s (B) such
that
S (t, s)B ⊂ K (t) for s ≤ s (B) ,
then we say that K (t) is an absorbing set at time t. Of course, an absorbing set is an
attracting set.
There is an important property of A (B, t), which needs to be stated.
Lemma 2.1.5. (ref. [8], p. 310) Suppose t ∈ R is fixed, and there exists a compact
attracting set K (t). Then for any bounded set B ⊂ X, the omega-limit set A (B, t)
attracts B from −∞:
lim
s→−∞ d (S (t, s)B,A (B, t)) = 0.
Proof. By contradiction, assume that there exists  > 0 and sequences sn → −∞ and
xn ∈ B such that
d (S (t, sn)xn, A (B, t)) > , ∀n > 0.
However, due to the existence of K (t), there exists a sequence yn ∈ K (t) such that
d (S (t, sn)xn, yn)→ 0.
Since K (t) is assumed to be compact, we may look at the subsequence ynk , which is
convergent to a point y ∈ K (t). Obviously, for the subsequence nk we have the same
10
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property as for the sequence n:
S (t, snk)xnk → y.
By the characterization of A (B, t) we deduce y ∈ A (B, t). This contradicts the original
assumption.
The idea now is to define a global attractor as a set that attracts any bounded set
in X. Having established Lemma 2.1.5, it seems natural to look at the union of the
omega-limit sets of all the bounded sets.
Theorem 2.1.6. (ref. [8], p. 311) Suppose t ∈ R is fixed, and there exists a compact
attracting set K (t). Then the set
A (t) =
⋃
B⊂X
A (B, t)
is called the global attractor of the dynamical system S (t, s) at time t. It is a nonempty
compact subset of K (t). The properties of the global attractor are:
– for any bounded set B ⊂ X:
lim
s→−∞ d (S (t, s)B,A (t)) = 0.
– it is the minimal closed set with this property: if A˜ (t) is a closed set that attracts
all bounded sets from −∞, then A (t) ⊂ A˜ (t).
– for all τ > t, A (τ) is also well defined and satisfies the invariance property
S (τ, r)A (r) = A (τ) , ∀τ ≥ r ≥ t.
Proof. The first property of the global attractor follows from Lemma 2.1.5.
For the second part, note that for any bounded set B we have A (B, t) ⊂ A˜ (t), and
therefore A (t) ⊂ A˜ (t).
The last part - the invariance - we will prove in two separate steps. In order to show
11
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that S (τ, r)A (r) ⊂ A (τ), take x ∈ A (r), and let xn ∈ X, Bn ⊂ X be points and
bounded sets such that xn ∈ A (Bn, r) and xn → x. Then
S (τ, r)xn → S (τ, r)x, S (τ, r)xn ∈ A (Bn, τ) .
Therefore S (τ, r)x ∈ A (τ) and S (τ, r)A (r) ⊂ A (τ).
In order to show the counter part, take y ∈ A (τ) and sequences Bn ⊂ X, yn ∈
A (Bn, τ). By to the characterization of the omega-limit set, we can choose sequence
xkn ∈ Bn and sk → −∞ such that
S (τ, sk)xkn → yn, as k →∞.
We may assume sk ≤ r. Since
d
(
S (r, sk)xkn,K (r)
)
→ 0
and K (r) was assumed to be compact, a sequence S (r, sk)xkn has a convergent subse-
quence S (r, sk′)xk
′
n :
S (r, sk′)xk
′
n → xn ∈ K (r) .
From here, xn ∈ A (Bn, r) and S (τ, r)xn → yn. Now since A (Bn, r) ⊂ K (r) , xn has
a convergent subsequence xnk :
xnk → x ∈ K (r) .
It is obvious that x ∈ A (r) and S (τ, r)x = y.
Remark 2.1.7. For any bounded set B, A (B, t) satisfies the invariance property.
Remark 2.1.8. In the autonomous case, A (B, t) and A (t) do not depend on t. More-
over, there exists a bounded set B0 such that A (t) = A (B0, t) and A (t) is the largest
compact invariant set. Our assumptions do not imply such results. In case of random
dynamical systems similar properties will hold.
The following result is a straightforward consequence of the preceding theorem.
12
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Theorem 2.1.9. (ref. [8], p. 312) Assume that (S (t, s))t≥s is asymptotically compact.
Then, for all t ∈ R, the global attractor A (t) defined in previous theorem is a nonempty
compact subset of K (t), it attracts all bounded sets from −∞, and it is the minimal
closed set with this property. Moreover, it is invariant:
S (t, s)A (s) = A (t) , ∀s ≥ t.
2.2 Models with random effects
We will now proceed to random dynamical systems. Random dynamical systems
arise from the deterministic dynamical systems when the noise is constantly pumped
into them, causing disturbances. The examples we gave before about water flow and
ants colony can be employed here as well, if we assume that some random effects cause
the change of speed of water in the pipe or the amount of ants in the colony. Again, our
choice of time discretization will make a system fall into one of the separate categories.
Denote by T the time, which can be one of the following:
— T = R: Two-sided continuous time,
— T = R+ (T = R−): One-sided continuous time,
— T = Z: Two-sided discrete time,
— T = Z+ (T = Z−): One-sided discrete time.
The dynamical system will then be called a flow, a semi-flow, a cascade or a map and
a semi-cascade, respectively.
A detailed study of random dynamical systems and invariant measures can be found
in Arnold [1]. One of the basic and most important results for RDS is the Multiplicative
Ergodic Theorem (MET) of Oseledec. It is not directly relevant to the research in this
thesis and thus is omitted. A reader is referred to [13] for a detailed study of MET.
Instead, we will give basic definitions about RDS and then concentrate on the notions
of attractor and stationary solution. There is a strong connection between these two
13
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notions. In fact, in our considered model we will be looking for a global attractor, and
then prove that it will also be a stationary point. The attractness property is crucial,
since it gives us the means of looking for a steady state, which otherwise would not
be available. We need the background on the global attractors, as well as stationary
points.
2.2.1 Random dynamical systems
Let (Ω,F ,P) be the probability space. The time T is endowed with its Borel σ-algebra
B (T).
Definition 2.2.1. (ref. [1], p. 536) A family (θ (t))t∈T of mappings of a measurable
space (Ω,F) into itself is called a measurable dynamical system with time T if it satisfies
the following three conditions:
1. (ω, t) 7→ θ (t)ω is (F ⊗ B (T) ,F) measurable,
2. θ (0) = idΩ = identity on Ω (if 0 ∈ T),
3. θ (s+ t) = θ (s) ◦ θ (t) for all s, t ∈ T,
where ◦ means composition.
Let θ be a measurable mapping of (Ω1,F1,P1) to (Ω2,F2,P2). The measure θP1
on F2 defined by θP1 (A) := P1{θ−1 (A)}, A ∈ F2, is the image of P1 with respect to
θ. A measurable mapping θ of (Ω1,F1,P1) to (Ω2,F2,P2) with θP1 = P2 is called a
homomorphism of the corresponding probability spaces. A homomorphism of (Ω,F ,P)
to itself is called an endomorphism and P is said to be invariant with respect to θ.
Definition 2.2.2. (ref. [1], p. 537) A measurable dynamical system (θ (t))t∈T on a
probability space (Ω,F ,P) for which each θ (t) is an endomorphism is called a measure
preserving or metric dynamical system and is denoted by
(
Ω,F ,P, (θ (t))t∈T
)
.
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Definition 2.2.3. (ref. [1], p. 5) A measurable random dynamical system on the
measurable space (X,B) over a metric dynamical system (Ω,F ,P, (θ (t))t∈T) with time
T is a mapping
φ : T× Ω×X → X, (t, ω, x) 7→ φ (t, ω, x) ,
with the following properties:
(i) φ is (B (T)⊗F ⊗ B,B)-measurable.
(ii) φ (0, ω) = idX for all ω ∈ Ω ( if 0 ∈ T) .
(iii) φ (t+ s, ω) = φ (t, θ (s)ω) ◦ φ (s, ω) for all s, t ∈ T, ω ∈ Ω.
The last property is called a cocycle property, and a family of maps φ (t, ω) satisfying
it is called a cocycle. A random dynamical system acts on the bundle Ω×X as shown
on Figure 2.1.
An RDS is said to be continuous or differentiable if φ (t, ω) : X → X is continuous
or differentiable, respectively, for all t ∈ T, ω ∈ Ω. Given an RDS φ, we can construct
a mapping
(ω, x) 7→ (θ (t)ω, φ (t, ω)x) =: Θ (t) (ω, x) , t ∈ T,
which is a measurable DS on (Ω×X,F ⊗ B), and called the skew product of the metric
DS
(
Ω,F ,P, (θ (t))t∈T
)
and the cocycle φ (t, ω) on X.
2.2.2 Invariant measures for RDS
Suppose θ is a metric DS and φ is a measurable RDS over θ. Define
piΩ : Ω×X → Ω, piΩ (ω, x) = ω,
the projection onto Ω. A probability measure µ on (Ω×X,F ⊗ B) is said to be an
invariant measure for the RDS φ, if it satisfies:
1. Θ (t)µ = µ for all t ∈ T,
15
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Figure 2.1: A random dynamical system as an action on the bundle
2. piΩµ = P.
We will now talk about attraction and absorption. Most definitions are analogs of
their deterministic counterparts. We will assume that the RDS is continuous.
2.2.3 Attraction and absorption
Definition 2.2.4. (ref. [9], p. 367) A set valued map K : Ω→ 2X taking values in the
closed subsets of X is called measurable if for every x ∈ X the map ω 7→ d (x,K (ω))
is measurable. Here d (·, ·) is the semidistance as defined before.
A closed set valued measurable map K : Ω→ 2X is called a random closed set.
Definition 2.2.5. (ref. [9], p. 368) A random set K is called (strictly) φ-forward
invariant if
φ (t, ω)K (ω) ⊂ K (θtω) ,
16
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(φ (t, ω)K (ω) = K (θtω)) ,
for all t > 0.
Definition 2.2.6. (ref. [9], p. 368) For a given random set K, the omega-limit set of
K is defined as:
A (K,ω) = AK (ω) =
⋂
T≥0
⋃
t≥T
φ (t, θ−tω)K (θ−tω).
As in the deterministic case, we may present the following characterization:
AK (ω) = {y ∈ X : ∃ tn →∞ and xn ∈ K (θ−tnω)
such that φ (tn, θ−tnω)xn → y as n→∞}.
Also, the θ-shift of an omega-limit set can be characterized as
AK (·) ◦ θt = A (K, θtω) = {y ∈ X : ∃ tn →∞ and xn ∈ K (θ−tn+tω)
such that φ (tn, θ−tn+tω)xn → y as n→∞}.
As we mentioned in the remark about omega-limit set being invariant in the deter-
ministic case, the same can be established in case of RDS.
Lemma 2.2.7. (ref. [9], p. 368) For any random set K, the omega-limit set of it is
invariant.
Proof. By the characterization of the omega-limit set given before, for fixed y ∈ AK (ω)
there exists tn → ∞ and xn ∈ K (θ−tnω) such that y = limn→∞ φ (tn, θ−tnω)xn. For
t > 0 thus
φ (t, ω) y = lim
n→∞φ (t+ tn, θ−tnω)xn
= lim
n→∞φ (t+ tn, θ−t−tnθtω)xn
= lim
n→∞φ
(
t˜n, θ−t˜nθtω
)
xn,
where t˜n = t+tn →∞ and xn ∈ K (θ−tnω) = K
(
θ−t˜nθtω
)
. Hence φ (t, ω) y ∈ AK (θtω)
by the characterization of A (K, θtω).
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Definition 2.2.8. (ref. [9], p. 368) We say that a random set B attracts another
random set C if for P-almost all ω ∈ Ω:
d (φ (t, θ−tω)C (θ−tω) , B (ω))→ 0 as t→∞.
Remark 2.2.9. If B attracts C then
d (φ (t, ω)C (ω) , B (θtω))→ 0 in probability as t→∞.
Remark 2.2.10. If a set B attracts another set C then any set B′ such that P-almost
surely B ⊂ B′ also attracts C.
Again, as in deterministic case, we can talk about absorption of sets.
Definition 2.2.11. (ref. [9], p. 369) If K and B are random sets such that for P-almost
all ω there exists a time tB (ω) such that for all t ≥ tB (ω):
φ (t, θ−tω)B (θ−tω) ⊂ K (ω) ,
then K is said to absorb B, and tB is called the absorption time.
The following result is concerned with properties of the omega-limit set AB of a set B
which is absorbed by some compact set K.
Lemma 2.2.12. (ref. [9], p. 369) Suppose K and B are random sets with K absorbing
B, and K is compact P-a.s. Then for P-almost all ω:
(i) AB (ω) is nonvoid, and AB (ω) ⊂ K (ω), hence it is compact.
(ii) AB (ω) is strictly invariant.
(iii) AB (ω) attracts B.
Proof. Since B is absorbed by K, we have that for any sequence of times (tn)n∈N,
tn −→
n→∞ ∞ and any sequence (bn)n∈N, bn ∈ B (θ−tnω) , n ∈ N, for all n big enough
such that tn ≥ tB (ω) : φ (tn, θ−tnω) bn ∈ K (ω). Since K (ω) is compact, a sequence
(φ (tn, θ−tnω) bn)n∈N has a convergent subsequence with some limit y ∈ X.
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(i) For any sequences tn and bn as described above, the limit y of the subsequence of
(φ (tn, θ−tnω) bn)n∈N satisfies y ∈ AB (ω), so AB (ω) is nonvoid. Furthermore,
AB (ω) ⊂
⋂
T≥tB(ω)
⋃
t≥T
φ (t, θ−tω)B (θ−tω) ⊂ K (ω) ,
where tB (ω) is the absorption time, hence AB (ω) is compact.
(ii) For the strict invariance, we only need to show that AB (θsω) ⊂ φ (s, ω)AB (ω) for
all s > 0, since the counter part follows from Lemma 2.2.7. Suppose y ∈ AB (θsω) for
some s ≥ 0. Then there exist sequences tn →∞ and bn ∈ B (θ−tn+sω) such that
y = lim
n→∞φ (tn, θ−tn+sω) bn = limn→∞φ (s, ω)φ (tn − s, θ−tn+sω) bn.
For n big enough such that tn − s ≥ tB (ω) absorption implies
kn := φ
(
tn − s, θ−(tn−s)
)
bn ∈ K (ω) ,
hence there is a convergent subsequence knj converging to some u ∈ AB (ω). Continuity
of φ (t, ω) implies y = φ (s, ω)u, hence y ∈ φ (s, ω)AB (ω). We have proved AB (θsω) ⊂
φ (s, ω)AB (ω) for all s > 0.
(iii) By contradiction, assume that there exists δ > 0, a sequence tn → ∞, and bn ∈
B (θ−tnω), such that for all n ∈ N:
d (φ (tn, θ−tnω) bn, AB (ω)) ≥ δ.
However, (φ (tn, θ−tnω) bn)n∈N has a convergent subsequence, converging to a limit in
AB (ω), which, by continuity of φ (t, ω), contradicts the non-attractness assumption.
Remark 2.2.13. Strict invariance of AB follows even without assuming B to be com-
pactly absorbed as soon as φ is invertible (φ (t, ω)−1 exists and is continuous for all
t > 0). In fact, if y ∈ AB (θsω) for some s > 0, y = limn→∞ φ (tn, θ−tn+sω) bn, then
also
z = lim
n→∞φ (s, ω)
−1 φ (tn, θ−tn+sω) bn = limn→∞φ (tn − s, θ−tn+sω) bn
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exists and z ∈ AB (ω). Since y = φ (s, ω) z ∈ φ (s, ω)AB (ω) we obtain AB (θsω) ⊂
φ (s, ω)AB (ω), and again strict invariance follows together with Lemma 2.2.7.
The next result is concerned with the omega-limit set AK of a compact set K which
absorbs some set B.
Lemma 2.2.14. (ref. [9], p. 370) Suppose K and B are random sets such that K is
compact P-a.s. and absorbs B. Then P-a.s. AB ⊂ AK . In particular, AK is nonvoid
P-a.s., and AK attracts B.
Proof. For any y ∈ AB (ω) there exist sequences tn → ∞, bn ∈ B (θ−tnω), such that
y = limn→∞ φ (tn, θ−tnω) bn. Fix τ ≥ 0 and let N0 = min{n ∈ N : tn ≥ τ + tB (θ−τω)}.
Then for all n ≥ N0:
φ (tn, θ−tnω) bn = φ (τ, θ−τω)φ (tn − τ, θ−tnω) bn.
Also,
kn := φ (tn − τ, θ−tnω) bn = φ
(
tn − τ, θ−(tn−τ)θ−τω
)
bn ∈ K (θ−τω) ,
since
bn ∈ B (θ−tnω) = B
(
θ−(tn−τ)θ−τω
)
.
Consequently, for all n ≥ N0,
φ (tn, θ−tnω) bn ∈ φ (τ, θ−τω)K (θ−τω) ⊂
⋃
t≥τ
φ (t, θ−tω)K (θ−tω) ,
which implies y ∈ AK (ω).
Remark 2.2.15. Note that under the conditions of Lemma 2.2.14 the omega-limit set
AK does not need to be compact.
Definition 2.2.16. (ref. [9], p. 370) Suppose φ is an RDS such that there exists a
random compact set ω 7→ A (ω) which satisfies the following conditions:
(i) φ (t, ω)A (ω) = A (θtω) for all t > 0.
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(ii) A attracts every bounded deterministic set B ⊂ X.
Then A is said to be a universally or globally attracting set for φ.
Remark 2.2.17. The notions of attraction and absorption are very close. If a compact
K absorbs some B, then AK attracts B. On the other hand, if a set C attracts some
B, then every K containing an open neighborhood of C absorbs B. In particular, if C
attracts B, then AB ⊂ C.
Remark 2.2.18. Another way to define a globally attracting random set would impose
the stronger condition that every random bounded set is to be attracted instead of the
weaker condition that only nonrandom, deterministic sets are attracted. These two
notions are in general not equivalent.
Remark 2.2.19. A globally attracting set must contain every invariant set, so it needs
not to be an attractor in the intuitive sense.
The following theorem is the main theorem in this section.
Theorem 2.2.20. (ref. [9], p. 371) Suppose φ is an RDS on a Polish space X, and
suppose that there exists a compact set ω 7→ K (ω) absorbing every bounded nonrandom
set B ⊂ X. Then the set
A (ω) =
⋃
B⊂X
AB (ω)
is a global attractor for φ. Furthermore, A is measurable with respect to F if T is
discrete, and measurable with respect to the completion of F if T is continuous.
Proof. First of all, by Lemma 2.2.12 (i) we have that for any bounded B ⊂ X:
AB ⊂ K (P-a.s.) and thus A is compact P-a.s. Using now Lemma 2.2.12 (ii), since
ω 7→ ⋃B⊂X AB (ω) is strictly invariant and φ is assumed to be continuous, A is in-
variant. Strict invariance of A follows from compactness of A. Now we need to
prove measurability. Since X is assumed to be Polish and thus separable, and φ is
assumed to be continuous, for any x ∈ X and any (nonrandom) B ⊂ X, the map
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(t, ω) 7→ d (x, φ (t, θ−tω)B) = infy∈B d (x, φ (t, θ−tω) y) is measurable. For each τ ≥ 0:
d
x,⋃
t≥τ
φ (t, θ−tω)B
 = inf
t≥τ
d (x, φ (t, θ−tω)B) .
If time T is discrete, measurability of AB follows immediately. For T continuous note
that for arbitrary a ∈ R:{
ω : inf
t≥τ
d (x, φ (t, θ−tω)B) < a
}
= piΩ {(t, ω) : d (x, φ (t, θ−tω)B) < a, t ≥ τ} ,
where piΩ is the canonical projection of T× Ω to Ω. Measurability of
ω 7→ d
x,⋃
t≥τ
φ (t, θ−tω)B

with respect to the P-completion of F follows by the projection theorem (Castaing and
Valadier [6] Theorem III.23, p. 75). Taking the intersection
⋂
τ≥0
⋃
t≥τ
φ (t, θ−tω)B
over τ from a countable unbounded set (e.g., τ ∈ N), AB is seen to be measurable. Since
A can be obtained using only a countable number of B’s, the assertion is proved.
Remark 2.2.21. The global attractor given prior is minimal with respect to set inclu-
sion. If A′ is another compact invariant set attracting all bounded sets, then AB ⊂ A′
by Remark 2.2.17, hence A ⊂ A′.
Remark 2.2.22. Unlike in the deterministic case, the omega-limit set AK of the ab-
sorbing set cannot be taken to be the attractor. The random set K does not need to
absorb itself, so we cannot guarantee compactness of AK .
2.2.4 Stationary point
A very close notion to the notion of a strictly invariant set is a notion of a stationary
point.
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Definition 2.2.23. An F-measurable random variable Y : Ω→ X is called a station-
ary random point for the RDS φ if the following is true:
φ (t, ω)Y (ω) = Y (θtω)
for all (t, ω) ∈ R+ × Ω.
The difference between the stationary point and the strictly invariant set is the fact
that the first one indeed represents a single point, while the other one is a set. Note
also that a stationary point may be a global attractor of the RDS if it actually attracts
every bounded deterministic set. Indeed, as we mentioned earlier, in this thesis we will
be looking for a global attractor.
The provided background on random dynamical systems is sufficient for our model.
We will refer to this chapter further in the analysis. We still however need to provide
some basic knowledge about stochastic differential equations.
The next chapter is devoted to the background theory of SDEs, including the
existence of strong solutions and their numerical approximations.
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Chapter 3
Stochastic differential equations
and their solutions
3.1 Definitions and set-up
The inclusion of random effects in differential equations leads to two separate classes
of equations, known as random differential equations and stochastic differential equa-
tions. Random differential equations arise when an ordinary differential equation has
random coefficients, a random initial value or is forced by a fairly regular stochastic
process. Those equations are solved sample path by sample path as ordinary differential
equations, and the solution processes have differentiable sample paths.
The second class, stochastic differential equations, is more complicated. SDEs occur
when the forcing is an irregular stochastic process such as Gaussian white noise. The
sample paths are thus non-differentiable. The methodology of stochastic differential
equations was suggested by Levy as a probabilistic approach to diffusion processes and
was carried out by Itoˆ. When solving SDEs, one can either consider strong solutions or
weak solutions. While looking for the strong solution, we first fix the probability space
as well as Brownian motion with filtration, and then find the process that solves the
equation defined on the chosen probability space with the chosen Brownian motion.
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For the weak solution of SDE however we look for the probability space, Brownian
motion, filtration and the process itself, such that all those satisfy the equation.
We will concentrate on the strong solutions of stochastic differential equations.
3.1.1 Strong solutions
The fundamental sources used in this section include Rogers and Williams [36], Has-
minskii [14]. Here we follow the definitions and set-up as in Karatzas and Shreve [18].
Suppose the time domain is R+, and we work with m-dimensional processes. Suppose
we have f : R+ × Rm → Rm and g : R+ × Rm → Rm×k - Borel-measurable functions.
The most common form of the general SDE is the following:
dXt = f (t,Xt) dt+ g (t,Xt) dWt. (3.1)
This form however is not rigorous, we need to assign meaning to that.
As mentioned before, strong solution assumes that the probability space is fixed.
Therefore we choose (Ω,F ,P) and k-dimensional Brownian motion on it:
W =
{
Wt,FWt ; t ∈ R+
}
.
We also assume there exists a random vector ξ, defined on the probability space
(Ω,F ,P), ξ : Ω → Rm. We assume ξ is independent of FW∞
(
FW∞ = σ
(⋃
t≥0FWt
))
and has some distribution
P (ξ ∈ Γ) = µ (Γ) ; ∀ Γ ∈ B (Rm) .
We will construct a wider filtration, combining the Brownian filtration with the σ-field
of the random vector ξ , as well as adding the null sets. Consider the left-continuous
filtration
ζt = σ (ξ) ∨ FWt = σ (ξ,Ws; 0 ≤ s ≤ t) ; 0 ≤ t <∞,
and also the collection of null sets
N = {N ⊆ Ω; ∃G ∈ ζ∞ s.t. N ⊆ G and P (G) = 0} .
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The augmented filtration will have the form:
Ft = σ (ζt ∪N ) , 0 ≤ t <∞. (3.2)
The constructed filtration is right-continuous, and {Wt,Ft; 0 ≤ t <∞} is a Brown-
ian motion. We can now give a rigorous definition of a strong solution of stochastic
differential equation.
Definition 3.1.1. A strong solution of the stochastic differential equation (3.1) on
a given probability space (Ω,F ,P) with respect to the fixed Brownian motion W and
initial condition ξ is a stochastic process X = {Xt; 0 ≤ t <∞} with continuous sample
paths and satisfying the following properties:
(i) X is Ft-adapted, where Ft is the constructed augmented filtration (3.2),
(ii) X0 = ξ, P-almost surely
(iii)
∫ t
0 |f (s,Xs)| ds <∞ ;
∫ t
0 (g (s,Xs))
2 ds <∞ P-almost surely for 0 ≤ t <∞,
(iv) the integral version of equation (3.1) holds almost surely for 0 ≤ t <∞:
Xt = X0 +
∫ t
0
f (s,Xs) ds+
∫ t
0
g (s,Xs) dWs. (3.3)
If we assume that the coefficient g (t, x) is identically equal to zero, then (3.3)
reduces to the ordinary integral equation. Under some conditions on the function
f (t, x) the Picard-Lindelo¨f iterations converge to a solution of equation (3.3) and this
solution is unique. It comes as a little surprise that in case of stochastic integral
equation similar results can be established.
3.1.2 Existence and uniqueness of solutions
Existence and uniqueness of solutions of SDE are usually carried out separately. As-
suming that the existence result is already established, uniqueness is proved under cer-
tain conditions on coefficient functions. In order to prove existence we need stronger
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assumptions on the coefficient functions. We say that strong uniqueness holds for equa-
tion (3.1) if assuming there exist two strong solutions X and X˜ for the equation on
some probability space with fixed Brownian motion, starting point and the constructed
augmented filtration, P
(
Xt = X˜t; 0 ≤ t <∞
)
= 1.
Theorem 3.1.2. (ref. [18], p. 287; [36], p. 128) Assume that functions f : R+×Rm →
Rm, g : R+×Rm → Rm×k are locally Lipschitz-continuous in x: for every interger n ≥ 1
there exists Kn > 0, s.t. ∀t ≥ 0, |x| ≤ n, |y| ≤ n:
|f (t, x)− f (t, y)|+ |g (t, x)− g (t, y)| ≤ Kn |x− y| ,
for x, y ∈ Rm. Then strong uniqueness holds for equation (3.1).
Having obtained the uniqueness, we need to state the existence result. Local Lip-
schitz continuity assumption is not sufficient, we need a stronger assumption of global
Lipschitz continuity.
Theorem 3.1.3. (ref. [18], p. 289; [36], p. 128) Assume that functions f : R+×Rm →
Rm, g : R+ × Rm → Rm×k are globally Lipschitz-continuous in x and satisfy linear
growth condition:
|f (t, x)− f (t, y)|+ |g (t, x)− g (t, y)| ≤ K |x− y| , (3.4)
|f (t, x)|2 + |g (t, x)|2 ≤ K2
(
1 + |x|2
)
, (3.5)
where x, y ∈ Rm, t ∈ R+, K is a positive constant. Suppose that there is some probabil-
ity space (Ω,F ,P) with Brownian motionW = {Wt,FWt ; 0 ≤ t <∞} and starting point
ξ : Ω → Rm defined on it. Assume that ξ is independent of Brownian motion and has
finite second moment: E |ξ|2 <∞. Assume that {Ft} is the augmented filtration as con-
structed in (3.2). Then there exists a continuous, adapted process {Xt,Ft; 0 ≤ t <∞}
which is a strong solution of equation (3.1). Moreover, this process is in L2 (Ω): for
every constant T > 0, there exists a constant C, depending only on K and T , such that
E |Xt|2 ≤ C
(
1 + E |ξ|2
)
eCt; 0 ≤ t ≤ T.
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The main idea of the proof is the same as in the deterministic Picard-Lindelo¨f
iterations case. We construct recursively a sequence of successive approximations and
then try to show that this sequence converges to the solution of (3.1).
As in case of the ordinary differential equations, some SDEs can be solved explicitly.
Example 3.1.4. The following one-dimensional SDE:
dXt = −αXtdt+ σdWt, α > 0, t ≥ 0
can be solved to obtain:
Xt = e−αt
(
X0 + σ
∫ t
0
eαsdWs
)
.
This example actually represents the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, a very specific pro-
cess, which we will mention later.
Under the assumptions as in Theorem 3.1.2 and Theorem 3.1.3 there exists a ran-
dom dynamical system, generated by the stochastic differential equation under consid-
eration. It is a well-known fact, and the reader may refer for instance to Kunita [23]
for details.
The majority of the SDEs however cannot be solved explicitly. As in the determin-
istic case, we want to construct the approximate solutions using numerical techniques.
We will explore the possibility of constructing such approximations, but before that we
would like to give background on double-sided Wiener process and its properties.
3.1.3 Double-sided Wiener process
The material in this section can found for instance in Arnold [1]. We define a classical
Wiener space Ω, a space of continuous functions on R, taking values in Rk. Define
F to be the sigma-algebra of Ω, and employ the classical Wiener measure P, which is
defined by the law of distribution of the Wiener process W : R×Ω→ Rk, which is zero
at the origin, has almost surely continuous paths and independent increments:
Wt −Ws ∼ N (0, |t− s|) .
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The trajectories of the Wiener process for positive and negative time are independent.
Define
F ts = σ {Wu −Wv : s ≤ v, u ≤ t} , F t = F t−∞ =
∨
s≤t
F ts.
Now, we have a probability space (Ω,F ,P), equipped with a filtration F t, t ∈ R. For
L2-bounded,
{F t}-adapted process Xt = X (t, ω) we can define a stochastic integral∫ b
a
XsdWs, a, b ∈ R
in the same way as the stochastic integral is defined for positive domain. Moreover, for
L2-bounded,
{Fr−t}-adapted process Xtr = X (r, θ−tω) the stochastic integral∫ b
a
XtsdWs−t, a, b ∈ R
can also be defined in a similar way. Note that the properties of such stochastic integral
coincide with the properties of the stochastic integral on the positive domain. Note
also the change of variables rule:∫ b
a
XtsdWs−t =
∫ b−t
a−t
Xts+tdWs.
The Itoˆ’s lemma and integration by parts formula are also available here as they were
for the positive domain integrals. A strong solution Xtr = X
(
r,Xt0, θ−tω
)
of the SDE
dXtr = f
(
r,Xtr
)
dr + g
(
r,Xtr
)
dWr−t,
with starting point Xt0 is defined in the same manner as it was defined for the equation
(3.1). Xtr is Fr−t-adapted and satisfies the integral equation:
Xtr = X
t
0 +
∫ r
0
f
(
s,Xts
)
ds+
∫ r
0
g
(
s,Xts
)
dWs−t,
for all r, t ∈ R. The existence and uniqueness result is the same as for equation (3.1).
3.2 Numerical approximations
The fundamental results on numerics for stochastic differential equations include Kloe-
den and Platen [20], Milstein [31], Milstein and Tretyakov [32]. When talking about
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numerical approximations of solutions of ODEs, one inevitably mentions Taylor expan-
sions. These expansions are key to constructing numerical methods of any desired order
and prove to be an important tool. Stochastic Taylor expansions come as generaliza-
tions of deterministic formulae and allow various kinds of approximations of functionals
of diffusion processes. We will therefore start this section by investigating stochastic
Taylor expansions and their applications.
3.2.1 Stochastic Taylor expansions
In this section we follow the layout of Kloeden and Platen [20]. Deterministic Taylor
expansions are based on the differentiation chain-rule. Let us review them quickly.
Suppose Xt (X : R+ → R) is the solution of a 1-dimensional ordinary differential equa-
tion
dXt = f (Xt) dt,
with initial value Xt0 , for t0 ≤ t ≤ T , 0 ≤ t0 ≤ T . We could rewrite the equation in
the integral equation form:
Xt = Xt0 +
∫ t
t0
f (Xs) ds. (3.6)
We will require function f : R→ R to be sufficiently smooth and satisfy linear growth
condition. For such function f we can get using the chain-rule:
d
dt
f (Xt) =
∂
∂x
f (Xt)
d
dt
Xt,
or, again expressing in the integral form:
f (Xt) = f (Xt0) +
∫ t
t0
∂
∂x
f (Xs)
d
ds
Xsds. (3.7)
We can now rewrite equation (3.6) using the obtained integral relation:
Xt = Xt0 +
∫ t
t0
(
f (Xt0) +
∫ s
t0
∂
∂x
f (Xz) f (Xz) dz
)
ds
= Xt0 + f (Xt0) (t− t0) +
∫ t
t0
∫ s
t0
∂
∂x
f (Xz) f (Xz) dzds.
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This is the simplest Taylor expansion for Xt. We can continue expansion by applying
(3.7) to ∂∂xf (Xz) f (Xz) and so on. For a general r+1 times continuously differentiable
function f we can get Taylor formula:
Xt = Xt0 +
r∑
i=1
(t− t0)i
i!
LiXt0 +
∫ t
t0
. . .
∫ s2
t0
Lr+1Xs1ds1 . . . dsr+1,
where L is the operator: L = f ∂∂x ; t0 ≤ t ≤ T and r ∈ N. As we mentioned before,
Taylor formula is a very useful tool in theoretical and practical investigations, particu-
larly in numerical analysis. It allows approximation of a sufficiently smooth function in
a neighborhood of a given point to any desired order of accuracy. Ultimately, we want
to construct the analog of Taylor formula for stochastic processes. The most direct
method is based on the iterated application of Itoˆ formula (analog of chain-rule for
deterministic case), and it is thus called Itoˆ-Taylor expansion.
Suppose Xt (X : Ω× R+ → R) is the solution of the 1-dimensional Itoˆ stochastic
differential equation:
Xt = Xt0 +
∫ t
t0
f (Xs) ds+
∫ t
t0
g (Xs) dWs,
for t0 ≤ t ≤ T ; f, g : R → R, and assuming that functions f and g are sufficiently
smooth and linearly bounded. We can thus apply Itoˆ-formula to these functions. In-
troduce the following operators:
L0 = f
∂
∂x
+
1
2
g2
∂2
∂x2
,
L1 = g
∂
∂x
.
The original SDE then can be rewritten in the following form:
Xt = Xt0 +
∫ t
t0
(
f (Xt0) +
∫ s
t0
L0f (Xz) dz +
∫ s
t0
L1f (Xz) dWz
)
ds
+
∫ t
t0
(
g (Xt0) +
∫ s
t0
L0g (Xz) dz +
∫ s
t0
L1g (Xz) dWz
)
dWs
= Xt0 + f (Xt0) (t− t0) + g (Xt0) (Wt −Wt0) +R,
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where R is the remainder:
R =
∫ t
t0
∫ s
t0
L0f (Xz) dzds+
∫ t
t0
∫ s
t0
L1f (Xz) dWzds
+
∫ t
t0
∫ s
t0
L0g (Xz) dzdWs +
∫ t
t0
∫ s
t0
L1g (Xz) dWzdWs.
This is the simplest Itoˆ-Taylor expansion. As in deterministic case, we can continue to
apply Itoˆ formula to get further expansion. The terms however become more compli-
cated on each iteration (ref. [20], p. 164). As a result of that, expansions longer than
two steps are rarely used. We will now consider the numerical methods of constructing
approximate solutions of SDEs.
3.2.2 Numerical methods and convergence
The aim of the numerical methods is to construct an approximation of a solution of
an SDE when the explicit solution can not be found. We divide time domain into a
mesh using some chosen time-step, which can be either constant (equidistant schemes)
or changing (adaptive schemes). Starting from the initial point, which is given, we
construct the approximate solution at each consequent point of the mesh. Of course,
we need to know how close the approximate solution resembles the behavior of the
exact one. One of the common criterions used is the absolute error criterion. We look
at the expectation of the absolute value of the difference between the approximation
Y and the process X at some finite time T :
 (δ) = E
(∣∣∣XT − Y δT ∣∣∣) .
This error is usually called ”strong error” following Kloeden and Platen [20]. Another
common criterion is the L2-error:
 (δ) =
√
E
(∣∣XT − Y δT ∣∣2).
This error is called mean-square following the probability theory language and it is used
in Milstein [31], Milstein and Tretyakov [32]. Depending on the chosen error criterion
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(strong or L2 error), we say that approximation Y δ with the maximum time-step δ
converges strongly (or in the mean-square sense) to the process X at time T if
lim
δ→0
 (δ) = 0.
Definition 3.2.1. (ref. [20], p. 323) We say that a time discrete approximation Y δ
converges strongly (in L2 sense) with order γ > 0 at time T if there exists a constant
C > 0, independent of δ, and δ0 > 0, such that
 (δ) ≤ Cδγ ,
for each γ ∈ (0, δ0), where the error criterion is strong (mean-square).
We will now present two most commonly used approximation methods: Euler-
Maruyama and Milstein. The source quoted here is Kloeden and Platen [20].
3.2.3 Euler-Maruyama method
We will present the equidistant Euler-Maruyama scheme for the one-dimensional SDE
dXt = f (t,Xt) dt+ g (t,Xt) dWt, (3.8)
since it is the easiest to implement. Suppose the start time is zero, and the finish point
is T . We divide [0, T ] into N intervals of length ∆t, such that
T = N∆t.
We start with Y0 = X0, where X0 is given initial point, and then continue with
Yi+1 = Yi + f (i∆t, Yi)∆t+ g (i∆t, Yi)∆Wi,
for i = 0, . . . , N − 1 and ∆Wi =W(i+1)∆t −Wi∆t - Brownian motion increments. This
method is obvious from the Taylor-Itoˆ expansion of functions f (·, x) and g (·, x), when
we look at only one iteration and discard the remainder. The scheme is very easy to
construct, but we need to know whether it actually provides a close approximation. The
next theorem states that Euler-Maruyama scheme is convergent with order of strong
convergence being 1/2.
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Theorem 3.2.2. Impose the following conditions on the coefficients and starting point
of the one-dimensional stochastic differential equation (3.8):
(i) E
(
|X0|2
)
<∞
(ii) |f (t, x)− f (t, y)|+ |g (t, x)− g (t, y)| ≤ K1 |x− y|
(iii) |f (t, x)|+ |g (t, x)| ≤ K2 (1 + |x|)
(iv) |f (s, x)− f (t, x)|+ |g (s, x)− g (t, x)| ≤ K3 (1 + |x|) |s− t|1/2,
for all s, t ∈ [0, T ] and x, y ∈ R, and where positive the constants K1,K2,K3 are
independent of ∆t. Then there exists a positive constant K4, independent of ∆t, such
that the Euler approximation Y ∆t satisfies:
E
(∣∣XT − Y ∆tT ∣∣) ≤ K4∆t1/2.
The proof is omitted as it can easily found in many sources, for instance [20]. The main
idea of it is first to prove boundedness of the second moment of the process Xt for any
0 ≤ t ≤ T , as well as boundedness of the second moment of the approximating process
Y ∆tt , where Y
∆t
t is constructed piecewise for t between the discretization points. Then
inequality involving error criterion in the left hand side and right hand side is obtained.
From this inequality, using Gronwall lemma we get the result.
Remark 3.2.3. Note that the constant K4 in the statement of the theorem involves an
exponential function of the time T (result of applying Gronwall lemma). As we assume
that T is finite, there is no problem. However, for infinite time the result of the theorem
does not hold.
3.2.4 Milstein scheme
A more efficient method than Euler-Maruyama is Milstein method, which proves to be
strongly convergent with order 1.0. This method was originally developed my Milstein
[33]. It can also be found in Milstein [31], Milstein and Tretyakov [32], Kloeden and
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Platen [20]. It arises when we use two-steps iteration process in Itoˆ-Taylor expansion
of the coefficient functions f and g of the SDE. Assuming that the time-mesh is the
same as in Euler-Maruyama, the Milstein scheme constructs the following:
Yi+1 = Yi + f (i∆t, Yi)∆t+ g (i∆t, Yi)∆Wi +
1
2
g (i∆t, Yi) g′ (i∆t, Yi)
(
∆W 2i −∆t
)
,
for i = 0, . . . , N − 1 and ∆Wi = W(i+1)∆t − Wi∆t - Brownian motion increments.
As we mentioned, under some conditions, similar to conditions of Theorem 3.2.2, the
approximation converges strongly to exact solution with order 1.0.
3.2.5 Higher order schemes
In general, we can obtain more accurate strong Taylor schemes by including further
multiple stochastic integrals from the Itoˆ-Taylor expansion in the scheme (ref. [20]).
These multiple stochastic integrals contain additional information about the sample
path of the Wiener process. Taking only the first term gives us Euler-Maruyama
method with order of convergence 1/2, two terms generate Milstein with order 1.0, and
the more terms we take, the higher the order of convergence is. However, it is not easy
to operate with multiple stochastic integrals and schemes of order higher than 2.0 are
rarely used.
3.3 Ergodicity of SDEs
When studying long time behaviour of the solutions of SDEs one must mention
ergodicity. A reader should refer to Hasminskii [14] for the fundamental results. A
thorough study of ergodic systems has been presented also in Walters [43], Krengel
[22]. The main aspects of ergodic theory are measure-preserving transformations, in-
variant measures, stationary distributions. The novelty of this thesis is the fact that we
can approximate the stationary solutions of particular SDEs using numerical methods.
From the approximated stationary solutions we can generate the stationary distribu-
tion via Monte Carlo methods. So, effectively, we can obtain the stationary distribution
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from the approximated solutions, but not the other way around. Extensive research
has also been carried out for the numerical solutions of ergodic SDEs. A reader should
start from the results of Talay [42], and consider the sources of Milstein and Tretyakov
[33], Mattingly, Stuart and Tretyakov [29] and references therein. However, as already
mentioned, in the thesis we are interested in constructing the solution itself, not finding
the invariant measure or considering time-averaging.
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Chapter 4
Stochastic stationary solution
Having provided background on random dynamical systems and stochastic differential
equations, we are now ready to concentrate on the stationary solutions. This chapter
is the longest and the most important as it contains the novel results. It is organized
as follows.
Section 4.1 starts with an extended version of Definition 2.2.23, and then proceeds
to some known results, where stationary solution can be constructed either explicitly
or implicitly.
The next Section 4.2 formulates the general problem and the questions that arise
along with it. We also give the literature review here, stating the results on approxi-
mating the stationary solutions.
Section 4.3 provides some preliminary results about matrix manipulation along
with a version of discrete Gronwall’s inequality.
Section 4.4 describes the investigated model and states the required assumptions
on the coefficient functions.
Section 4.5 proves the existence of a random dynamical system, generated by the
considered SDE, and also proves the existence of a stationary point. The Lemmas in
this section serve two different purposes. Lemmas 4.5.2, 4.5.4, 4.5.7, 4.5.8 and 4.5.9
are used in order to establish Lemma 4.5.10, which states the a.s. continuity of the
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solution process. Theorem 4.5.11 proves the existence of a random dynamical system,
generated by the investigated stochastic differential equation. The rest of the Lemmas
in this section are devoted to establishing the existence of global attractor. Lemma 4.5.1
gives uniform bound for the second moment of the solution of the SDE. Lemma 4.5.3
gives a bound for the second moment of the difference of solutions with different time
variables. Lemma 4.5.5 proves uniform L2 convergence of the solutions with different
starting points. Finally, Theorem 4.5.12 states the existence of global attractor, and
Remark 4.5.13 shows that this global attractor is invariant.
In Section 4.6 we construct the numerical scheme, prove the existence of discrete
random dynamical system and the existence of its global attractor. We also provide
numerical illustrations of our results.
Finally, Section 4.7 provides the convergence results. Theorem 4.7.1 together with
Corollaries 4.7.2 and 4.7.3 prove that the stationary solution of the approximating
numerical scheme converges in the mean-square sense to the exact stationary point
as the time step diminishes. These results are the main novelty of the thesis. The
materials of Sections 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 have been used as a basis of a joint
paper with supervisor Professor Zhao, accepted for publication by SIAM Journal of
Numerical Analysis.
4.1 Definition and examples
Definition 4.1.1. Suppose we have a state space (X,B (X)), a metric dynamical sys-
tem
(
Ω,F ,P, θ (t)t∈T
)
where T is the time domain, and a measurable random dynamical
system φ defined on a state space over metric DS:
φ : T × Ω×X → X.
A stochastic stationary solution (or stationary random point, stochastic fixed point) is
an F-measurable random variable Y : Ω→ X such that
φ (t, ω, Y (ω)) = Y (θtω)
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for all t ∈ T almost surely.
The notion of stationary solution is a fundamental concept in stochastic dynamical
systems. As we have mentioned, important examples of random dynamical systems
include those generated by stochastic differential equations and stochastic partial dif-
ferential equations. The stationary solution gives equilibrium of the stochastic system
and describes the long time behavior in the pathwise sense. To find the equilibrium
of a random dynamical system is therefore an important basic problem to study in
order to understand the longtime behavior of the system. However, unlike in the de-
terministic system, the stationary solution is usually a random moving, rather than
steady point in the phase space, due to the random noise pumped to the system con-
stantly. In some cases, it is possible to find the stationary solution explicitly. We will
now refer to possibly the most wide-known stochastic process, known by the name of
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck.
4.1.1 Ornstein-Uhlenbeck example
Consider the following simple 1-dimensional stochastic differential equation:
dXt = −aXtdt+ bdWt (ω)
X0 = x, (4.1)
where a, b are constants, a ≥ 0, x ∈ R and Wt (ω) is Wiener process. It is a version of
Orstein-Uhlenbeck stochastic differential equation. We emphasize that Wiener process
depends on ω as we will need it later. We can prove by the use of Itoˆ formula that the
solution of the equation is given by
Xt = xe−at + b
∫ t
0
e−a(t−s)dWs (ω) .
Now, equation (4.1) generates random dynamical system φ, and we can rewrite the last
statement as:
φ (t, ω)x = xe−at + b
∫ t
0
e−a(t−s)dWs (ω) .
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At this stage, consider a random variable
Y (ω) = b
∫ 0
−∞
easdWs (ω) .
In order to see that such random variable exists, consider a sequence
Yn (ω) = b
∫ 0
−n
easdWs (ω) ,
where each term of the sequence exists in L2-sense. The sequence is Cauchy, therefore
has a limit, which we denote by b
∫ 0
−∞ e
asdWs (ω).
Our statement is that Y (ω) is the stationary solution. First, construct the follow-
ing:
φ (t, ω)Y (ω) = e−at b
∫ 0
−∞
easdWs (ω) + b
∫ t
0
e−a(t−s)dWs (ω)
= b
∫ t
−∞
e−a(t−s)dWs (ω) .
Also, we have:
Y (θtω) = b
∫ 0
−∞
easdWs (θtω)
= b
∫ 0
−∞
easdWs+t (ω)
= b
∫ t
−∞
e−a(t−s)dWs (ω)
We have shown that
φ (t, ω)Y (ω) = Y (θtω) ,
so Y (ω) is the stationary solution.
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck stochastic differential equation is known to be ergodic. As
already mentioned in the Section 3.3, vast results have been obtained for ergodic SDE.
However, the objective of this thesis was not to generate the stationary distribution of
the solution of SDE, but to get the actual stationary point. The distribution can then
be obtained using for example Monte-Carlo methods. Having proved the possibility of
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approximating stationary solutions of SDEs, it is desirable to achieve similar results for
SPDEs, where the actual stationary point is of interest, not the stationary distribution.
In this section we have shown that in some relatively simple cases it is easy to
construct the stationary solution explicitly. In the next section we will refer to S.-
E.A.Mohammed, T.S. Zhang and H.Z. Zhao ([34]) and state some of their results about
a stationary point in a Hilbert space.
4.1.2 Stationary solution in a Hilbert space, results of S.-E.A. Mo-
hammed, T.S. Zhang and H.Z. Zhao
Suppose K and H are two separable Hilbert spaces. On the space H suppose we
have self-adjoint operator A with assumption A ≥ cIH , where c is a real constant
and IH is the identity operator on H. Assume that A has a discrete non-vanishing
spectrum {µn, n ≥ 1} which is bounded from below. Denote by µm the largest negative
eigenvalue of A and by µm+1 its smallest positive eigenvalue. Suppose that {en, n ≥ 1}
are the eigenvectors of H, and therefore form a basis. Assume that A−1 is trace-class,
and B0 ∈ L2 (K,H). On the canonical filtered Wiener space
(
Ω,F , (Ft)t≥0 ,P
)
with a
separable covariance Hilbert spaceK define a Brownian motionW (t) , t ∈ R+. Let Tt =
e−At be the strongly continuous semigroup generated by −A. As mentioned before,
the spectrum of A is assumed to consist of negative eigenvalues {µ1, µ2, . . . , µm} and
positive eigenvalues {µn : n ≥ m+ 1}. Thus there is an orthogonal {Tt}t≥0-invariant
splitting of H using the spectrum of A:
H = H+ ⊕H−,
where H− is a finite-dimensional subspace of H and H+ is an infinite-dimensional
subspace of H. Also, define the projections onto these subspaces: p+ : H → H+ and
p− : H → H−. Since H− is finite-dimensional, then Tt|H− is invertible for each t ≥ 0.
Therefore, we can set T−t := [Tt|H−]−1 : H− → H− for each t ≥ 0.
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Now, lets consider the following stochastic differential equation on H:
du (t) = [−Au (t) + F (u (t))] dt+B0dW (t) , t ≥ 0 (4.2)
u (0) = x ∈ H.
Assume that F : H → H is globally Lipschitz with the constant L:
|F (u1)− F (u2)| ≤ L |u1 − u2| , u1, u2 ∈ H.
This assumption guarantees the existence of a mild solution of equation (4.2):
u (t, x) = Ttx+
∫ t
0
Tt−sF (u (s, x)) ds+
∫ t
0
Tt−sB0dW (s) , t ≥ 0 (4.3)
Assume further that F : H → H is globally bounded, and its Lipschitz coefficient L
satisfies:
L
[
µ−1m+1 − µ−1m
]
< 1. (4.4)
The authors give two propositions, establishing existence and uniqueness of a stationary
random point. The first proposition proves the existence and uniqueness of a specif-
ically constructed random variable. The second proposition shows that this unique
constructed random variable is indeed a stationary random point of the equation (4.2).
Proposition 4.1.2. Assume the above conditions on A,B0, F . Then there exists a
unique F-measurable map Y : Ω→ H satisfying:
Y (ω) =
∫ 0
−∞
T−sp+F (Y (θ (s, ω))) ds−
∫ ∞
0
T−sp−F (Y (θ (s, ω))) ds
+(ω)
∫ 0
−∞
T−sp+B0dW (s)− (ω)
∫ ∞
0
T−sp+B0dW (s) (4.5)
for all ω ∈ Ω.
The proof is carried out using the contraction mapping argument. Having obtained
the existence and uniqueness of a random variable, satisfying (4.5), it is possible to show
that this random variable is the stationary point of (4.2).
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Proposition 4.1.3. Assume all conditions on A,B0 and F as in Proposition (4.1.2).
Then the SDE (4.2) has a unique stationary point Y : Ω→ H:
u (t, Y (ω) , ω) = Y (θ (t, ω))
for all t ≥ 0 and ω ∈ Ω. Furthermore, Y ∈ Lp (Ω,H) for all p ≥ 1.
For the proof we check directly that Y (θ (t, ω)) , t ≥ 0, ω ∈ Ω is a solution of (4.3),
and then by the uniqueness of the solution conclude that u (t, Y (ω) , ω) = Y (θ (t, ω))
for all t ≥ 0 and all ω ∈ Ω.
4.2 General case problem
We have seen that the stationary random point can be constructed explicitly in
some cases, as for instance the stationary solution for the Orntein-Uhlenbeck equation
(4.1). In other cases, as in case of equation (4.2), it is possible to prove the existence
and uniqueness of a random variable, satisfying some integral identity, and then show
that this random variable is the stationary random point. However, if the equation
(4.2) had multiplicative noise, the stationary point would not follow an identity of
the form (4.5). Moreover, in most cases it is not feasible to construct the stationary
solution explicitly or implicitly through some identity. That is why the idea of use of
numerical simulations comes to mind. Of course, there are a few questions that need
to be answered when constructing numerical approximations:
(i) Does the equation under consideration have any stationary random points?
(ii) Do the numerical simulations converge in some sense to a stationary point?
(iii) How close are the numerical approximations to the exact stationary random
points?
For the first question, we need to choose a class of equations that have stationary
random points. Here lies a very crucial idea of the whole thesis. We choose a model,
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which has an attractor, and then show that this attractor is stationary. It is relatively
easy to establish the existence and uniqueness of an attractor, in comparison with
a general case of looking for a stationary point. Of course, we are excluding from
our analysis models without any attractors, and this will be mentioned in the further
research section.
So, for the first question, we will choose a model which has a global attractor.
Very often in the quest for a global attractor of an RDS researchers apply a version of
Theorem 2.2.20. For the existence of an attractor they show the existence of a pull-
back absorbing family. A global attractor then is a closed union of omega-limit sets. A
reader may refer for instance to [3], [4], [12]. However, in our model we will exploit only
the definition of a global attractor. Namely, we will show the existence of a random
point with an attractness property, and then show the invariance property as well.
Answering the second question, we encounter another problem. We are trying to
approximate the infinite time horizon, not fixed time interval, which the researchers
studied most. Constructing the approximate solution and considering the longtime
convergence of the numerical scheme is interesting not only from the perspective of the
numerical analysis, but from the perspective of the random dynamical systems as well.
For the bounded time domain researchers have obtained vast results on approxi-
mating solutions of SDEs. Itoˆ-Taylor expansions are key to provide schemes of different
orders of strong pointwise convergence. There also have been results achieved for the
global error of approximation on the interval. For instance, in [16] and [17] Hofmann,
Mu¨ller-Gronbach and Ritter presented an adaptive Euler-Maruyama method, based
on n evaluations of Brownian motion, which is optimal within all n-points methods.
We have already mentioned the results of Higham, Mao and Stuart [15], where they
developed approximate methods, which did not require the usual global Lipschitz as-
sumption on the coefficients.
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The already established results for the unbounded time domain include linear sta-
bility analysis for the SDEs of the form
dXt = λXtdt+ µXtdWt, (4.6)
where the solution tends to a nonrandom attractor (point zero) when time tends to
infinity, if some assumptions on λ and µ are satisfied (ref. Burrage, Burrage and Mitsui
[2], SaIto and Mitsui [38]).
Some results about random attractors have also been obtained. For instance,
Schmalfuss [39] has shown the existence of a fixed point in an appropriate function
space of random variables. This fixed point is also shown to be an attractor. Another
method of looking for a steady state is first to establish the existence of a random
attractor and then prove that it is a singleton set. As a result, we have a stochas-
tic stationary solution. In this method the existence of pullback absorbing family is
proved, and then the global attractor is a closed union of omega-limit sets (cf. Arnold
[1], Crauel, Debussche and Flandoli [8], Schmalfuss [40]). The results that follow this
method include Caraballo, Kloeden and Real [4], where random delay equations were
studied and the stationary solutions of the split implicit Euler scheme were proved to
converge to the exact stationary solution when the time step tends to zero. Also, in
Caraballo and Kloeden [3] the stochastic evolution equations with additive noise were
studied, and pathwise convergence results were proved for Galerkin approximations
and implicit Euler schemes. Garrido-Atienza, Kloeden and Neuenkirch [12] studied
discretization of systems with additive noise driven by fractional Brownian motion.
We cannot omit also the results on nonautonomous systems by Cheban, Kloeden and
Schmalfuss [7] and Kloeden and Schmalfuss [21]. The results on stationary solutions of
SPDEs include Liu and Zhao [27], Mohammed, Zhang and Zhao [34], Zhang and Zhao
[45], [46]. A reader should also refer to works of Mattingly [28], Caraballo, Kloeden
and Schmalfuss [5].
Here, we have already mentioned the third main question to be asked: how well do
the simulations replicate the behavior of the stationary solution. If the exact stationary
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solution exists for the considered SDE, and if the numerical simulations converge as
time goes to infinity, then we need to measure the distance between two stationary
points.
We will investigate a particular class of SDEs, such that the questions one and
two can be answered, and then work on the third question. Just before presenting our
model, we would like to devote some time to establishing some preliminary results, that
will be required later.
4.3 Some preliminary results
Assume that A is a positive-definitem×mmatrix with eigenvalues {λj , j = 1, 2, . . . ,m}.
Assume further that A is symmetric. Let us remind, that the eigenvalues of symmetric
matrix are real, and for any real square matrix A the exponential of it is defined as the
power series:
eA =
∞∑
i=0
1
i!
Ai.
We have two lemmas concerning exponentials of matrices. These lemmas were proved
by the author, however similar results might be found in other sources. We would like
to note that matrix A is assumed to be symmetric, and as a consequence it has all real
eigenvalues. The case when eigenvalues of A could be complex, therefore when A is
non-symmetric, can be considered as a extension.
Lemma 4.3.1. Assume the matrix A is as stated above. Then for any t > 0 the matrix
e−At −
p∑
i=0
1
i!
(−At)i (4.7)
is positive-definite for odd p ∈ N, and negative-definite for even p ∈ N and p = 0.
Proof. We start with the one-dimensional result: for any α > 0, any t > 0,
e−αt −
p∑
i=0
1
i!
(−αt)i (4.8)
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is positive for odd p ∈ N, and negative for even p ∈ N and p = 0. The statement is
valid for p = 0. Then, using the induction principle, assume that the statement is valid
for some particular p and check whether it is true for p+ 1. Consider function
f (t) := e−αt −
p+1∑
i=0
1
i!
(−αt)i .
Note that
f (0) = 0.
Then,
f ′ (t) = −αe−αt −
p+1∑
i=1
1
i!
(−α)i i (t)i−1
= −αe−αt +
p+1∑
i=1
α
(i− 1)! (−α)
i−1 (t)i−1
= −α
(
e−αt −
p∑
i=0
1
i!
(−αt)i
)
.
Now, if
e−αt −
p∑
i=0
1
i!
(−αt)i
is positive, then f ′ (t) is negative for all t > 0, and thus f (t) < 0. And vise versa.
Starting from p = 0, with each consecutive integer p the sign of (4.10) will change. So,
one-dimensional statement is correct.
Now, recall that a positive-definite matrix is diagonalizable. This means that there
exists a diagonal matrix D, having eigenvalues of A as its spectrum, and invertible
matrix Q, such that
A = QDQ−1.
Also, matrix exponential of A is diagonalizable:
eA = QeDQ−1.
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Now, for any p ≥ 0 we have:
e−At −
p∑
i=0
1
i!
(−At)i = QeDtQ−1 −
p∑
i=0
1
i!
Q (−Dt)iQ−1
= Q
(
eDt −
p∑
i=0
1
i!
(−Dt)i
)
Q−1.
Note that the matrix
eDt −
p∑
i=0
1
i!
(−Dt)i
is diagonal with the following trace:
e−λ1t −∑pi=0 1i! (−λ1t)i 0 0 . . . 0
0 e−λ2t −∑pi=0 1i! (−λ2t)i 0 . . . 0
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 0 . . . e−λmt −∑pi=0 1i! (−λmt)i
 .
The diagonal elements are the eigenvalues of the matrix (4.7), and according to the one-
dimensional statement proved earlier, they are all positive or all negative depending on
p.
Lemma 4.3.2. Assume the matrix A is as stated above, and denote by λ the largest
eigenvalue of A. Then, for 0 < ∆t ≤ 1λ , the matrix
e−A∆tj − (I −A∆t)j
is positive-definite for any j ∈ N .
Proof. We prove this lemma by using the induction principle. For j = 1, the result
follows from Lemma 4.3.1. Suppose now that for some j the matrix e−A∆tj−(I −A∆t)j
is positive-definite, and examine the matrix:
e−A∆t(j+1) − (I −A∆t)j+1
= e−A∆t
(
e−A∆tj − (I −A∆t)j
)
+
(
e−A∆t − (I −A∆t)) (I −A∆t)j .
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Now, all of the four terms on the right-hand side are positive-definite matrices. We
also have that
e−A∆t (I −A∆t)j = (I −A∆t)j e−A∆t
due to the nature of the matrices e−A∆t and (I −A∆t)j . Thus, we have a sum of two
products of commuting positive-definite matrices, which gives us a positive definite
matrix. By the induction principle, all the matrices e−A∆tj − (I −A∆t)j , for j ∈ N,
are positive-definite.
Also in this section we will give a proof of a version of the discrete Gronwall in-
equality. We will follow a proof of D. Willett and J.S.W. Wong [44].
Lemma 4.3.3. Discrete Gronwall’s inequality. Suppose {xi} , i = 0, 1, . . . and
{ai} , i = 1, 2, . . . are sequences of non-negative real numbers, b ∈ R+. If
xn ≤ an + b
n−1∑
i=0
xi (n = 1, 2, . . . ) , (4.9)
then
xn ≤ an + bx0
cn−1
+
b
cn−1
n−1∑
i=1
aici (n = 1, 2, . . . ) , (4.10)
where
ci = (1 + b)
−i (i = 0, 1, . . . ) .
Proof. Define
φk := ck
k∑
i=0
xi (4.11)
for k = 0, 1, . . . . Note that
c0 = 1,
ck − ck−1 = −b (1 + b)−k (k = 1, 2, . . . ) . (4.12)
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Now, from (4.11), (4.12) and (4.9) the following can be established:
φk − φk−1 = (ck − ck−1)
k−1∑
i=0
xi + ckxk
= − b
1 + b
φk−1 + ckxk
≤ ckak (k = 1, 2 . . . ) .
Summing the last inequality from k = 1 to k = n− 1 gives us
φn−1 − φ0 ≤
n−1∑
k=1
ckak.
From here,
n−1∑
i=0
xi ≤ x0
cn−1
+
1
cn−1
n−1∑
i=1
aici,
and (4.10) follows.
Having those lemmas proved, we can now proceed to the main part.
4.4 Model description and assumptions
Let us have a probability space (Ω,F ,P) with k-dimensional double-sided Wiener
process Wt defined on it. Suppose we have a map X : R+×Rm×Ω→ Rm, measurable
functions f : Rm → Rm, g : Rm → Rm×k and a positive-definite m×m matrix A, such
that X (t,X0, ω) satisfies the following SDE:
dXt = −AXtdt+ f (Xt) dt+ g (Xt) dWt, (4.13)
for t ∈ R+ and with the starting point X (0) = X0. Also, denote by θ : R×Ω→ Ω the
standard P-preserving ergodic Wiener shift on Ω:
θt (ω) (s) := ω (t+ s)− ω (t) , t, s ∈ R.
So, on a probability space (Ω,F ,P) we have a metric dynamical system
(
Ω,F ,P, (θ (t))t∈R
)
.
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It is important that the SDE (4.13) generates a random dynamical system. Although
a general proof of the fact that a solution of SDE defines a random dynamical system
can be found in other sources (see, for instance Kunita [23]), we will provide a proof
for our case for the sake of completeness. Let us now state some assumptions on the
coefficients of the referred SDE.
Denote the eigenvalues of A by {λj , j = 1, 2, . . . ,m}, and define α to be the smallest
one of them, such that 0 < α = λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λm. Suppose the following conditions
are satisfied:
Condition 1 Global Lipschitz condition: for any X,Y ∈ Rm
|f (X)− f (Y )| ≤ β1 |X − Y | ,
|g (X)− g (Y )| ≤ β2 |X − Y | ,
where β1, β2 > 0. From this condition it follows that for any X,Y ∈ Rm, the linear
growth condition also holds:
|f (X)| ≤ β1 |X|+ C1,
|g (X)| ≤ β2 |X|+ C2,
with constants C1, C2 > 0.
Condition 2 Lipschitz coefficients condition:
β1 +
β22
2
< α, (4.14)
where as noted before, α is the smallest eigenvalues of A.
Condition 3Mean-square boundedness of initial value: there exists a constantK∗ > 0,
such that
E |X0|2 ≤ K∗.
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Under Conditions 1 and 3, according to Theorems 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, the SDE (4.13) has
a unique solution, which is given by the formula
Xt = e−AtX0 + e−At
 t∫
0
eAsg (Xs) dWs +
t∫
0
eAsf (Xs) ds
 . (4.15)
We want to show that the solution (4.15) defines a random dynamical system, which
has an attractor, i.e. such X∗ (ω), that
d (X (t,X0 (θ (−t, ω)) , θ (−t, ω)) , X∗ (ω))→ 0,
as t → ∞, for all ω ∈ Ω and for any X0 ∈ Rm, satisfying the Condition 2. For this
purpose, we study the pullback
Xtr (X0) = X (r,X0 (θ−tω) , θ−tω) ,
satisfying the equation
dXtr = −AXtrdr + f
(
Xtr
)
dr + g
(
Xtr
)
dWr−t, (4.16)
for any t > 0, r > 0, and the initial condition
X (0, X0 (θ−tω) , θ−t (ω)) = Xt0 = X0 (θ−tω) .
Note here that the pullback initial point has the same bound due to the measure
preserving property of θ−t (ω) for any t > 0:
E
(∣∣Xt0∣∣2) = E ∣∣X20 ∣∣ ≤ K∗.
We will prove that under given assumptions the pullback solution Xtt converges to a
point in L2 (Ω) when t goes to infinity.
4.5 Random dynamical system and its attractor
First we want to give some estimates of the solution of equation (4.16):
Xtr = e
−ArXt0 + e
A(t−r)
r−t∫
−t
eAsg
(
Xts+t
)
dWs + e−Ar
r∫
0
eAsf
(
Xts
)
ds. (4.17)
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Denote the Lp-norm of the solution by the following:
∥∥Xtr∥∥p = (E (∣∣Xtr∣∣p))1/p ,
where p ∈ N. Here for any (d1 × d2) matrix B, |B| stands for the Euclidian (Frobenius)
norm:
|B| =
√√√√ d1∑
i=1
d2∑
j=1
B2ij .
As already mentioned in the beginning of this Chapter, Lemmas and Theorems in
Section 4.5 will serve two purposes. We need to establish the existence of random
dynamical system and the existence of its global attractor. In order to show the exis-
tence of RDS, first we show the a.s. continuity of the solution of equation (4.16) in its
variable parameters, and then show that the cocycle property is satisfied. The continu-
ity property is proved using Kolmogorov’s theorem. Lemmas 4.5.2, 4.5.4, 4.5.7, 4.5.8,
4.5.9 and 4.5.10 are proved under Conditions 1 and 3 for bounded time, pullback and
fixed starting point. The choice of variables is dictated by the Kolmogorov’s criterion.
Lemmas 4.5.1, 4.5.3, 4.5.5 (with Remark 4.5.6) and Theorem 4.5.12 are proved under
Conditions 1, 2, 3 for unbounded time, pullback and random starting point. These
results establish the existence of global attractor (that is why the time could not be
assumed bounded).
We would like to state that some results on boundedness of moments of SDE’s
solution are known already, a reader can refer for instance to Hasminskii [14].
Lemma 4.5.1. Assume Conditions 1-3 hold. Then there exists a constant C > 0 such
that for any t and any r ≥ 0, the solution of SDE (4.16) satisfies:
E
∣∣Xtr∣∣2 ≤ C.
Proof. Remind again that α is the smallest eigenvalue of A. Using Itoˆ’s formula, we
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have:
d
(∣∣Xtr∣∣2) = 2 (Xtr)T dXtr + ∣∣g (Xtr)∣∣2 dr
=
(
−2 (Xtr)T AXtr + 2 (Xtr)T f (Xtr)+ ∣∣g (Xtr)∣∣2) dr
+2
(
Xtr
)T
g
(
Xtr
)
dWr−t.
We apply this in the integration by parts formula, obtaining:
e2αr
∣∣Xtr∣∣2 = ∣∣Xt0∣∣2 + 2α r∫
0
e2αs
∣∣Xts∣∣2 ds− 2 r∫
0
e2αs
(
Xts
)T
AXtsds
+ 2
r∫
0
e2αs
(
Xts
)T
f
(
Xts
)
ds+
r∫
0
e2αs
∣∣g (Xts)∣∣2 ds
+ 2
r∫
0
e2αs
(
Xts
)T
g
(
Xts
)
dWs−t. (4.18)
Let us first evaluate the second and the third terms of the right-hand side,
2α
r∫
0
e2αs
∣∣Xts∣∣2 ds− 2 r∫
0
e2αs
(
Xts
)T
AXtsds
= 2
r∫
0
e2αs
(
Xts
)T (αI −A)Xtsds.
Now, the characteristic polynomial of matrix A has the form:
det (A− λI) = P (λ) = (λ− λ1) (λ− λ2) . . . (λ− λm) ,
where λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λm are positive eigenvalues. Then for the matrix αI − A the
characteristic polynomial has the following form:
det (αI −A− λI) = det ((α− λ) I −A) = (−1)m P (α− λ)
= (−1)m (α− λ− λ1) (α− λ− λ2) . . . (α− λ− λm) .
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Thus, the matrix αI − A has eigenvalues α − λ1, α − λ2, . . . , α − λm, which are all
negative or zero. It means that the matrix αI −A is non-positive definite, and so
2α
r∫
0
e2αs
∣∣Xts∣∣2 ds− 2 r∫
0
e2αs
(
Xts
)T
AXtsds ≤ 0. (4.19)
So, take the expectation of both sides of (4.18) and apply (4.19):
e2αrE
(∣∣Xtr∣∣2) ≤ ‖X0‖22 + 2 r∫
0
e2αsE
((
Xts
)T
f
(
Xts
))
ds
+
r∫
0
e2αsE
(∣∣g (Xts)∣∣2) ds. (4.20)
Now, let us recall Young’s inequality: for any real nonnegative numbers a and b, and
for any  > 0, the following inequality holds:
ab ≤ a
2
2
+
b2
2
.
Also, from (4.14), there exists  > 0, such that(
β1 +
β22
2
)
(1 + ) < α. (4.21)
We now continue estimating the right-hand side of (4.20), using the linear growth
conditions:
e2αrE
(∣∣Xtr∣∣2) ≤ ‖X0‖22 + 2 r∫
0
e2αs
(
C1E
(∣∣Xts∣∣)+ β1E (∣∣Xts∣∣2)) ds
+
r∫
0
e2αs
(
C22 + 2β2C2E
(∣∣Xts∣∣)+ β22E (∣∣Xts∣∣2)) ds
≤ ‖X0‖22 +
(
2β1 + β22
) r∫
0
e2αsE
(∣∣Xts∣∣2) ds
+ 2 (C1 + β2C2)
r∫
0
e2αsE
(∣∣Xts∣∣) ds
+ (2α)−1C22
(
e2αr − 1) .
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Now, using Young’s inequality with  > 0, satisfying (4.21), we get
2 (C1 + β2C2)
∣∣Xts∣∣ ≤ (C1 + β2C2)2 (β1 + β22) +  (β1 + β22)
∣∣Xts∣∣2 ,
and introducing the following constants:
K1 = ‖X0‖22 −
C22
2α
− (C1 + β2C2)
2
2α
(
2β1 + β22
) ,
K2 =
C22
2α
+
(C1 + β2C2)
2
2α
(
2β1 + β22
) ,
K3 = 2β1 + β22 + 
(
2β1 + β22
)
,
we have:
e2αrE
(∣∣Xtr∣∣2) ≤ K1 +K2e2αr +K3 r∫
0
e2αsE
(∣∣Xts∣∣2) ds.
Now applying the forward Gronwall inequality we have:
e2αrE
(∣∣Xtr∣∣2) ≤ (K1 +K2) eK3r + 2αK2 ∫ r
0
e2αse(r−s)K3ds
≤ (K1 +K2) eK3r + 2αK22α−K3
(
e2αr − eK3r) .
Finally,
E
(∣∣Xtr∣∣2) ≤ ‖X0‖22 + 2αK22α−K3 ,
and the right-hand side can be denoted by a positive constant.
A straightforward corollary of this lemma is that E
(∣∣Xtr∣∣) is also bounded uniformly
in r. Now we will prove that for any integer p ≥ 1 and any finite r, E
(∣∣Xtr∣∣2p) is
bounded. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.5.1.
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Lemma 4.5.2. Assume Condition 1 holds. Choose arbitrary T ≥ 0. For any integer
p ≥ 1 there exists a constant C > 0 (C (p, T )), such that for any |t| < T, 0 ≤ r ≤ T
and any bounded X0 ∈ Rm, the solution of SDE (4.16) satisfies:
E
∣∣Xtr∣∣2p ≤ C.
Proof. As before, we use Itoˆ’s formula to get the following:
d
(∣∣Xtr∣∣2p) = 2p ∣∣Xtr∣∣2p−2 (Xtr)T dXtr + 2p (p− 1) ∣∣Xtr∣∣2p−4 ((Xtr)T dXtr)2
+ p
∣∣Xtr∣∣2p−2 ∣∣dXtr∣∣2
≤ −2p ∣∣Xtr∣∣2p−2 (Xtr)T AXtrdr + 2p ∣∣Xtr∣∣2p−2 (Xtr)T f (Xtr) dr
+ p (2p− 1) ∣∣Xtr∣∣2p−2 ∣∣g (Xtr)∣∣2 dr
+2p
∣∣Xtr∣∣2p−2 (Xtr)T g (Xtr) dWr−t.
We apply this in the integration by parts formula, obtaining:
e2αpr
∣∣Xtr∣∣2p = |X0|2p + 2αp r∫
0
e2αps
∣∣Xts∣∣2p ds
− 2p
r∫
0
e2αps
∣∣Xts∣∣2p−2 (Xts)T AXtsds
+ 2p
r∫
0
e2αps
∣∣Xts∣∣2p−2 (Xts)T f (Xts) ds
+ p (2p− 1)
r∫
0
e2αps
∣∣Xts∣∣2p−2 ∣∣g (Xts)∣∣2 ds
+ 2p
r∫
0
e2αps
∣∣Xts∣∣2p−2 (Xts)T g (Xts) dWs−t. (4.22)
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Since matrix αI −A is non-positive definite,
2αp
r∫
0
e2αps
∣∣Xts∣∣2p ds− 2p r∫
0
e2αps
∣∣Xts∣∣2p−2 (Xts)T AXtsds
= 2p
r∫
0
e2αps
∣∣Xtr∣∣2p−2 (Xts)T (αI −A)Xtsds
≤ 0.
Using this established result, linear growth conditions on functions f (·) and g (·) and
an easy inequality:
x ≤ x
2 + 1
2
, for any x ∈ R,
we take expectation of both sides of (4.22) in order to get the following:
e2αprE
(∣∣Xtr∣∣2p) ≤ K4 r∫
0
e2αpsE
(∣∣Xts∣∣2p) ds+K5 r∫
0
e2αpsE
(∣∣Xts∣∣2p−2) ds
+ |X0|2p +K6 e2αpr,
where K4,K5,K6 are positive constants, dependent on p and T . For p = 1 we apply
Gronwall’s inequality and obtain the desired result. Then, assuming that
E
∣∣Xtr∣∣2(p−1) ≤ C,
we use again Gronwall’s inequality in order to get
E
∣∣Xtr∣∣2p ≤ C.
By the principle of induction, the desired result is valid for any p ≥ 1.
The next lemma proves a useful property of the solution of the SDE (4.16). Note
that the time variables are not bounded. We keep the linear term in the error bound
as we make no assumptions on how close t1 and t2 are.
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Lemma 4.5.3. Assume Conditions 1-3 hold. Then there exist constants C3 > 0, C4 >
0, such that for any t and any t1, t2 ≥ 0, t1 ≥ t2, the solution of SDE (4.16) satisfies:∥∥Xtt1 −Xtt2∥∥2 ≤ C3 (t1 − t2) + C4√t1 − t2.
Proof. From (4.17), we have
Xtt1 = e
−At1Xt0 + e
A(t−t1)
t1−t∫
−t
eAsg
(
Xts+t
)
dWs + e−At1
t1∫
0
eAsf
(
Xts
)
ds,
Xtt2 = e
−At2Xt0 + e
A(t−t2)
t2−t∫
−t
eAsg
(
Xts+t
)
dWs + e−At2
t2∫
0
eAsf
(
Xts
)
ds.
Using Minkowski inequality, we get∥∥Xtt1 −Xtt2∥∥2 ≤ ‖X0‖2 ∣∣e−At1 − e−At2∣∣
+
∥∥∥∥∥∥e−At1
t1∫
0
eAsf
(
Xts
)
ds− e−At2
t2∫
0
eAsf
(
Xts
)
ds
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
+
∥∥∥∥∥∥eA(t−t1)
t1−t∫
−t
eAsg
(
Xts+t
)
dWs − eA(t−t2)
t2−t∫
−t
eAsg
(
Xts+t
)
dWs
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
.
We evaluate the terms on the right hand side separately. First consider the term∣∣e−At1 − e−At2∣∣. Let us introduce the notation for arbitrary positive-definite (non-
negative definite) matrix: PD. We will use this when specifying the matrix exactly is
not necessary, or when we simply state that the matrix is positive-definite. Note that∣∣e−At1 − e−At2∣∣
=
∣∣∣e−At2 (I − e−A(t1−t2))∣∣∣
=
√
Tr
(
e−2At2
(
I − e−A(t1−t2))2)
=
√
Tr
(
(I − PD) (I − e−A(t1−t2))2)
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≤
√
Tr
((
I − e−A(t1−t2))2)
=
√
Tr
((
A (t1 − t2)−
(
A (t1 − t2) + e−A(t1−t2) − I
))2)
=
√
Tr
(
A2 (t1 − t2)2 +
(
A (t1 − t2) + e−A(t1−t2) − I
) (−A (t1 − t2) + e−A(t1−t2) − I))
=
√
Tr
(
A2 (t1 − t2)2 + PD (−PD − PD)
)
≤ |A| (t1 − t2) .
So, using this result, we get:
‖X0‖2
∣∣e−At1 − e−At2∣∣ ≤ ‖X0‖2 |A| (t1 − t2) .
Now, applying Minkowski inequality, Itoˆ’s isometry and Lemma 4.5.1, we get
∥∥∥∥∥∥eA(t−t1)
t1−t∫
−t
eAsg
(
Xts+t
)
dWs − eA(t−t2)
t2−t∫
−t
eAsg
(
Xts+t
)
dWs
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤
∥∥∥∥∥∥
t2−t∫
−t
(
eA(t−t1) − eA(t−t2)
)
eAsg
(
Xts+t
)
dWs
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
+
∥∥∥∥∥∥
t1−t∫
t2−t
eA(s+t−t1)g
(
Xts+t
)
dWs
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤
√√√√√ t2−t∫
−t
∣∣(eA(t−t1) − eA(t−t2)) eAs∣∣2 (β2 E (∣∣Xts+t∣∣)+ C2)2 ds
+
√√√√√ t1−t∫
t2−t
∣∣eA(s+t−t1)∣∣2 (β2 E (∣∣Xts+t∣∣)+ C2)2 ds
≤ K6
√√√√√ t2−t∫
−t
∣∣(eA(t−t1) − eA(t−t2)) eAs∣∣2 ds+K6
√√√√√ t1−t∫
t2−t
∣∣eA(s+t−t1)∣∣2 ds,
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where K6 is a positive constant. Estimate then
t2−t∫
−t
∣∣∣(eA(t−t1) − eA(t−t2)) eAs∣∣∣2 ds = Tr(∫ t2−t
−t
e2A(s+t−t2)
(
I − e−A(t1−t2)
)2
ds
)
= Tr
(
(2A)−1
(
I − e−2At2) (I − e−A(t1−t2))2)
≤ Tr
(
(2A)−1
(
I − e−A(t1−t2)
)2)
≤ Tr (A) (t1 − t2)
2
2
.
Similarly,
t1−t∫
t2−t
∣∣∣eA(s+t−t1)∣∣∣2 ds = Tr
 t1−t∫
t2−t
e2A(s+t−t1)ds

= Tr
(
(2A)−1
(
I − e−2A(t1−t2)
))
= Tr
(
(2A)−1 (2A (t1 − t2)− PD)
)
≤ m (t1 − t2)
Lastly, using Minkowski inequality, Ho¨lder’s inequality and Lemma 4.5.1, we evaluate
the following term:∥∥∥∥∥∥e−At1
t1∫
0
eAsf
(
Xts
)
ds− e−At2
t2∫
0
eAsf
(
Xts
)
ds
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤
∥∥∥∥∥∥
t2∫
0
(
e−At1 − e−At2) eAsf (Xts) ds
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
+
∥∥∥∥∥∥
t1∫
t2
eA(s−t1)f
(
Xts
)
ds
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤
t2∫
0
∣∣(e−At1 − e−At2) eAs∣∣ ∥∥f (Xts)∥∥2 ds+
t1∫
t2
∣∣∣eA(s−t1)∣∣∣ ∥∥f (Xts)∥∥2 ds
≤ K7
(∫ t2
0
∣∣(e−At1 − e−At2) eAs∣∣ ds+ ∫ t1
t2
∣∣∣eA(s−t1)∣∣∣ ds) ,
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where K7 is a positive constant. Calculating as before,∫ t2
0
∣∣(e−At1 − e−At2) eAs∣∣ ds = ∫ t2
0
√
Tr ((e−At1 − e−At2) eAs)2ds
≤ Tr
(∫ t2
0
(−e−At1 + e−At2) eAsds)
= Tr
(
(A)−1 e−At2
(
I − e−A(t1−t2)
) (
eAt2 − I))
= Tr
(
(A)−1
(
I − e−A(t1−t2)
) (
I − e−At2))
≤ m (t1 − t2) .
Also, ∫ t1
t2
∣∣∣eA(s−t1)∣∣∣ ds ≤ Tr( ∫ t1
t2
eA(s−t1)ds
)
≤ m (t1 − t2) .
Combining the results, we have:
∥∥Xtt1 −Xtt2∥∥2 ≤ C3 (t1 − t2) + C4√t1 − t2,
for some constants C3, C4. Note that the constants C3 and C4 are uniform in t, t1, t2,
however they depend on the dimension m.
The next lemma proves a property of the solution of (4.16), needed for the continuity
criterion.
Lemma 4.5.4. Assume Condition 1 holds. Choose arbitrary T ≥ 0. For any integer
p ≥ 1 there exists a constant C > 0 (C (p, T )), such that for any |t| ≤ T , any 0 ≤ t2 ≤
t1 ≤ T and any bounded X0 ∈ Rm, the solution of SDE (4.16) satisfies:
E
(∣∣Xtt1 −Xtt2∣∣2p) ≤ C (t1 − t2)p .
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Proof. Using a simple property of a convex function z (x) = x2p, we can get the follow-
ing inequality:
E
(∣∣Xtt1 −Xtt2∣∣2p)
≤ 24p−2
(
|X0|2p
∣∣e−At1 − e−At2∣∣2p
+ E

∣∣∣∣∣∣e−At1
t1∫
0
eAsf
(
Xts
)
ds− e−At2
t2∫
0
eAsf
(
Xts
)
ds
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2p

+ E

∣∣∣∣∣∣eA(t−t1)
t1−t∫
−t
eAsg
(
Xts+t
)
dWs − eA(t−t2)
t2−t∫
−t
eAsg
(
Xts+t
)
dWs
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2p

 .
Using an estimate from the previous lemma, we have:
∣∣e−At1 − e−At2∣∣2p ≤ |A|2p (t1 − t2)2p .
Now, again using a property of a convex function, and then applying Martingale Mo-
ment Inequality, Ho¨lder inequality and Lemma 4.5.2, we get
E

∣∣∣∣∣∣eA(t−t1)
t1−t∫
−t
eAsg
(
Xts+t
)
dWs − eA(t−t2)
t2−t∫
−t
eAsg
(
Xts+t
)
dWs
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2p

≤ 22p−1 E

∣∣∣∣∣∣
t2−t∫
−t
(
eA(t−t1) − eA(t−t2)
)
eAsg
(
Xts+t
)
dWs
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2p

+ 22p−1 E

∣∣∣∣∣∣
t1−t∫
t2−t
eA(s+t−t1)g
(
Xts+t
)
dWs
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2p

≤ K8 E
 t2−t∫
−t
∣∣∣(eA(t−t1) − eA(t−t2)) eAs∣∣∣2 ∣∣g (Xts+t)∣∣2 ds
p
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+ K8 E
 t1−t∫
t2−t
∣∣∣eA(s+t−t1)∣∣∣2 ∣∣g (Xts+t)∣∣2 ds
p
≤ K8
 t2−t∫
−t
∣∣∣(eA(t−t1) − eA(t−t2)) eAs∣∣∣2 (E (∣∣g (Xts+t)∣∣2p))1/p ds
p
+K8
 t1−t∫
t2−t
∣∣∣eA(s+t−t1)∣∣∣2 (E (∣∣g (Xts+t)∣∣2p))1/p ds
p
≤ K9 (t1 − t2)2p +K10 (t1 − t2)p ,
where K9,K10 are positive constants and the last inequality was obtained using the
estimates from the previous lemma.
Lastly, exploiting again a property of a convex function, Ho¨lder inequality and Lemma
4.5.2, we evaluate the following term:
E

∣∣∣∣∣∣e−At1
t1∫
0
eAsf
(
Xts
)
ds− e−At2
t2∫
0
eAsf
(
Xts
)
ds
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2p

≤ 22p−1 E

∣∣∣∣∣∣
t2∫
0
(
e−At1 − e−At2) eAsf (Xts) ds
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2p

+ 22p−1 E

∣∣∣∣∣∣
t1∫
t2
eA(s−t1)f
(
Xts
)
ds
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2p

≤ 22p−1
 t2∫
0
∣∣(e−At1 − e−At2) eAs∣∣ (E (∣∣f (Xts)∣∣2p)) 12p
2p ds
+ 22p−1
 t1∫
t2
∣∣∣eA(s−t1)∣∣∣ (E (∣∣f (Xts)∣∣2p)) 12p
2p ds
≤ K11 (t1 − t2)2p ,
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where K11 is a positive constant and for the last inequality we used the estimates from
the previous lemma.
Since (t1 − t2) ≤ T for any 0 ≤ t2 ≤ t1 ≤ T , combining the results, we have:
E
(∣∣Xtt1 −Xtt2∣∣2p) ≤ C (t1 − t2)p ,
where C is a positive constant dependent on p and T .
Lemma 4.5.5. Denote by Xtr and Y
t
r two solutions of (4.16) with random initial values
X0 and Y0 respectively. Assume Condition 1 is satisfied and assume Condition 3 is
satisfied for both initial values. Then, for any t and any r ≥ 0:
∥∥Xtr − Y tr ∥∥22 ≤ ∥∥Xt0 − Y t0∥∥22 e(2β1+β22−2α)r.
Proof. From
Xtr = e
−ArXt0 + e
A(t−r)
r−t∫
−t
eAsg
(
Xts+t
)
dWs + e−Ar
r∫
0
eAsf
(
Xts
)
ds,
Y tr = e
−ArY t0 + e
A(t−r)
r−t∫
−t
eAsg
(
Y ts+t
)
dWs + e−Ar
r∫
0
eAsf
(
Y ts
)
ds,
we have:
Xtr − Y tr = e−Ar
(
Xt0 − Y t0
)
+ e−Ar
r∫
0
eAs
(
f
(
Xts
)− f (Y ts )) ds
+ eA(t−r)
r−t∫
−t
eAs
(
g
(
Xts+t
)− g (Y ts+t)) dWs.
Denote
ξts = X
t
s − Y ts ,
F ts = f
(
Xts
)− f (Y ts ) ,
Gts = g
(
Xts
)− g (Y ts ) .
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In this notation we have the following equation:
ξtr = e
−Arξt0 + e
−Ar
∫ r
0
eAsF tsds+ e
A(t−r)
∫ r−t
−t
eAsGtsdWs.
Note that
dξtr = −Aξtrdr + F trdr +GtrdWr−t,
d
(∣∣ξtr∣∣2) = (−2 (ξtr)T Aξtr + 2 (ξtr)T F ts + ∣∣Gts∣∣2) dr + 2 (ξts)T GtsdWr−t.
Following a similar approach as in Lemma 4.5.1, we get:
e2αrE
(∣∣ξtr∣∣2) ≤ E (∣∣ξt0∣∣2)+ 2∫ r
0
e2αsE
((
ξts
)T
F ts
)
ds
+
∫ r
0
e2αsE
(∣∣Gts∣∣2) ds,
and finally,
e2αr
∥∥ξtr∥∥22 ≤ ∥∥ξt0∥∥22 + (2β1 + β22)
r∫
0
e2αs
∥∥ξts∥∥22 ds,
and again Gronwall’s inequality gives us:
∥∥ξtr∥∥22 ≤ ∥∥ξt0∥∥22 e(2β1+β22−2α)r.
Note that the sign of 2β1 + β22 − 2α is crucial.
Remark 4.5.6. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.5.5 and Condition 2, for any t
and for any  > 0, there exists r∗ > 0, such that for all r ≥ r∗:
∥∥Xtr − Y tr ∥∥2 ≤ .
The next lemma establishes a result, needed for the continuity with respect to the
starting point. The proof is the same as the proof of the preceding lemma and thus
omitted.
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Lemma 4.5.7. Assume Condition 1 is satisfied. For any T ≥ 0 and any integer p ≥ 1,
there exists a constant C > 0 (C (p, T )), such that for all |t| ≤ T , 0 ≤ r ≤ T and all
bounded X0, Y0 ∈ Rm:
E
(∣∣Xtr − Y tr ∣∣2p) ≤ C |X0 − Y0|2p .
As a consequence, the following statement is also true:
Lemma 4.5.8. Assuming Condition 1 is satisfied, for any T ≥ 0 and any integer p ≥ 1,
there exists a constant C > 0 (C (p, T )), such that for all |s| ≤ T , all 0 ≤ r, t ≤ T and
all bounded X0, Y0 ∈ Rm:
E
(
|X (r,X (t,X0, ω) , θsω)− Y (r, Y (t, Y0, ω) , θsω)|2p
)
≤ C |X0 − Y0|2p .
The next lemma is also needed for the continuity criterion.
Lemma 4.5.9. Assume Condition 1 holds. Choose arbitrary T ≥ 0. For any integer
p ≥ 1 there exists a constant C > 0 (C (p, T )), such that for any t1 ≤ t2, |t1| ≤
T, |t2| ≤ T , 0 ≤ r ≤ T , and all bounded X0 ∈ Rm, two solutions X (r,X0, θt1ω) and
X (r,X0, θt2ω) satisfy:
E
(
|X (r,X0, θt1ω)−X (r,X0, θt2ω)|2p
)
≤ C (t2 − t1)p .
Proof. For the sake of simplicity, we will useK to denote any positive constant, possibly
dependent on T and p. We will also denote X (r,X0, θt1ω) and X (r,X0, θt2ω) by X
t1
r
and Xt2r . In this notation we have:
Xt1r = e
−ArX0 + e−A(r+t1)
r+t1∫
t1
eAsg
(
Xt1s−t1
)
dWs + e−Ar
r∫
0
eAsf
(
Xt1s
)
ds,
Xt2r = e
−ArX0 + e−A(r+t2)
r+t2∫
t2
eAsg
(
Xt2s−t2
)
dWs + e−Ar
r∫
0
eAsf
(
Xt2s
)
ds.
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So,
Xt1r −Xt2r = e−Ar
r∫
0
eAs
(
f
(
Xt1s
)− f (Xt2s )) ds
+
e−A(r+t1) r+t1∫
t1
eAsg
(
Xt1s−t1
)
dWs − e−A(r+t2)
r+t2∫
t2
eAsg
(
Xt2s−t2
)
dWs
 .
Now, assume that r ≤ t2 − t1. In this case we can continue in the following manner:
E
(∣∣Xt1r −Xt2r ∣∣2p) ≤ 22p−1 E
∣∣∣∣∣∣e−Ar
r∫
0
eAs
(
f
(
Xt1s
)− f (Xt2s )) ds
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2p
+ 24p−2 E

∣∣∣∣∣∣e−A(r+t1)
r+t1∫
t1
eAsg
(
Xt1s−t1
)
dWs
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2p

+ 24p−2 E

∣∣∣∣∣∣e−A(r+t2)
r+t2∫
t2
eAsg
(
Xt2s−t2
)
dWs
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2p
 .
From here, using Ho¨lder inequality and estimates from previous lemmas, we get:
E
∣∣∣∣∣∣e−Ar
r∫
0
eAs
(
f
(
Xt1s
)− f (Xt2s )) ds
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2p
≤
(∫ r
0
∣∣∣eA(s−r)∣∣∣ (E (∣∣f (Xt1s )− f (Xt2s )∣∣2p)) 12p ds)2p
≤ K (Tr (A−1 (I − e−Ar)))2p
≤ Kr2p.
Also, we can get the following estimate:
E

∣∣∣∣∣∣e−A(r+t1)
r+t1∫
t1
eAsg
(
Xt1s−t1
)
dWs
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2p

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≤ KE
(∫ r+t1
t1
∣∣∣eA(s−r−t1)∣∣∣2 ∣∣g (Xt1s−t1)∣∣2 ds)p
≤ K
(∫ r+t1
t1
∣∣∣eA(s−r−t1)∣∣∣2 (E (∣∣g (Xt1s−t1)∣∣2p)) 1p ds)p
≤ Krp.
So, combining the terms, for the case r ≤ t2 − t1 we have:
E
(∣∣Xt1r −Xt2r ∣∣2p) ≤ Krp ≤ K (t2 − t1)p ,
and the desired result is proved.
Now, we need to investigate the case when r > t2 − t1. Notice that
e−A(r+t1)
r+t1∫
t1
eAsg
(
Xt1s−t1
)
dWs − e−A(r+t2)
r+t2∫
t2
eAsg
(
Xt2s−t2
)
dWs
= e−A(r+t1)
t2∫
t1
eAsg
(
Xt1s−t1
)
dWs + e−A(r+t2)
r+t2∫
r+t1
eAsg
(
Xt2s−t2
)
dWs
+
∫ r+t1
t2
eAs
(
e−A(r+t1) − e−A(r+t2)
)
g
(
Xt1s−t1
)
dWs
+
∫ r+t1
t2
eAse−A(r+t2)
(
g
(
Xt1s−t1
)− g (Xt2s−t2)) dWs.
Estimate separately now, using the same ideas as before:
E

∣∣∣∣∣∣e−A(r+t1)
t2∫
t1
eAsg
(
Xt1s−t1
)
dWs
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2p
 ≤ K (t2 − t1)p ,
E

∣∣∣∣∣∣e−A(r+t2)
r+t2∫
r+t1
eAsg
(
Xt2s−t2
)
dWs
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2p
 ≤ K (t2 − t1)p ,
E
(∣∣∣∣∫ r+t1
t2
eAs
(
e−A(r+t1) − e−A(r+t2)
)
g
(
Xt1s−t1
)
dWs
∣∣∣∣2p
)
≤ K (t2 − t1)2p .
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Also, using same method and applying the result of Lemma 4.5.4, we get:
E
(∣∣∣∣∫ r+t1
t2
eAse−A(r+t2)
(
g
(
Xt1s−t1
)− g (Xt2s−t2)) dWs∣∣∣∣2p
)
≤ KE
(∫ r+t1
t2
∣∣∣eA(s−r−t2) (g (Xt1s−t1)− g (Xt2s−t2))∣∣∣2 ds)p
≤ K
(∫ r
t2−t1
∣∣∣eA(s+t1−r−t2)∣∣∣2 (E (∣∣g (Xt1s )− g (Xt2s )∣∣2p)) 1p ds)p
+ K
(∫ r
t2−t1
∣∣∣eA(s+t1−r−t2)∣∣∣2(E (∣∣∣g (Xt2s )− g (Xt2s−(t2−t1))∣∣∣2p
)) 1
p
ds
)p
≤ K
(∫ r
t2−t1
∣∣∣eA(s+t1−r−t2)∣∣∣2 (E (∣∣Xt1s −Xt2s ∣∣2p)) 1p ds)p +K (t2 − t1)p .
Another estimation needed before we combine the terms.
E
(∣∣∣∣e−Ar ∫ r
0
eAs
(
f
(
Xt1s
)− f (Xt2s )) ds∣∣∣∣2p
)
≤ 22p−1 E
(∣∣∣∣e−Ar ∫ t2−t1
0
eAs
(
f
(
Xt1s
)− f (Xt2s )) ds∣∣∣∣2p
)
+22p−1 E
(∣∣∣∣e−Ar ∫ r
t2−t1
eAs
(
f
(
Xt1s
)− f (Xt2s )) ds∣∣∣∣2p
)
≤ K (t2 − t1)2p +K
(∫ r
t2−t1
∣∣∣eA(s−r)∣∣∣2 (E (∣∣Xt1s −Xt2s ∣∣2p)) 1p ds)p .
Now, using all the obtained estimates, we can get the following inequality:(
E
(∣∣Xt1r −Xt2r ∣∣2p)) 1p ≤ K (t2 − t1) +K ∫ r
t2−t1
(
E
(∣∣Xt1s −Xt2s ∣∣2p)) 1p ds,
and using the Gronwall’s lemma, we finally obtain
E
(∣∣Xt1r −Xt2r ∣∣2p) ≤ K (t2 − t1)p .
So, for two separate cases - r ≤ t2 − t1 and r > t2 − t1 - we have proved the desired
inequality.
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Now, combining the results of Lemma 4.5.4, Lemma 4.5.7, Lemma 4.5.8 and Lemma
4.5.9, we can establish the following:
Lemma 4.5.10. Assume Condition 1 holds. Choose arbitrary T ≥ 0. For any integer
p ≥ 1 there exists a constant C > 0 (C (p, T )), such that for any 0 ≤ r1, r2, t1, t2 ≤ T ,
any |τ1| , |τ2| ≤ T and all bounded X0, Y0 ∈ Rm, the processes defined according to
(4.15) satisfy:
E
(
|X (r1, X (t1, X0, ω) , θτ1ω)− Y (r2, Y (t2, Y0, ω) , θτ2ω)|2p
)
≤ C
(
|t2 − t1|p + |r2 − r1|p + |τ1 − τ2|p + |X0 − Y0|2p
)
.
Now, the processX (r,X (t,X0, ω) , θτω) has (m+ 3)-dimensional parameter (r, t, τ,X0).
Consider p = 4m. Then from Lemma 4.5.10 we have:
E
(
|X (r1, X (t1, X0, ω) , θt1ω)− Y (r2, Y (t2, Y0, ω) , θt2ω)|8m
)
≤ C
(
|t2 − t1|4m + |r2 − r1|4m + |τ2 − τ1|4m +
m∑
i=1
|X0i − Y0i|8m
)
.
Note that
1
4m
+
1
4m
+
1
4m
+
m
8m
=
6 +m
8m
< 1
for any integer m ≥ 1. According to Kolmogorov’s theorem (ref. Kunita [23], p. 31),
the process X (r,X (t,X0, ω) , θτω) has a modification which is a.s. continuous in four
variables (r, t, τ,X0). Now it is time to show that the solution of SDE (4.13) generates
a random dynamical system.
Theorem 4.5.11. Assume Condition 1 and 3 hold. The solution of SDE (4.13),
defined by (4.15), generates a continuous random dynamical system.
Proof. The measurability of X (t,X0, ω), defined by (4.15) is straightforward. We have
also proved the continuity in t and X0. Now we need to show the cocycle property. For
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any fixed r ≥ 0, t ≥ 0, X0, we have:
X (r + t,X0, ω) = e−A(r+t)X0 + e−A(r+t)
∫ r+t
0
eAsf (X (s,X0, ω)) ds
+ e−A(r+t)
∫ r+t
0
eAsg (X (s,X0, ω)) dWs,
X (r,X (t,X0, ω) , θtω) = e−Ar
(
e−AtX0 + e−At
∫ t
0
eAsf (X (s,X0, ω)) ds
+ e−At
∫ t
0
eAsg (X (s,X0, ω)) dWs
)
+ e−Ar
∫ r
0
eAsf (X (s,X (t,X0, ω) , θtω)) ds
+ e−Ar
∫ r
0
eAsg (X (s,X (t,X0, ω) , θtω)) dWs+t,
where the second equality was obtained using the first one for representation of starting
point X (t,X0, ω). From this we get:
X (r + t,X0, ω)−X (r,X (t,X0, ω) , θtω)
= e−Ar
∫ r
0
eAs (f (X (s+ t,X0, ω))− f (X (s,X (t,X0, ω) , θtω))) ds
+ e−A(r+t)
∫ r+t
t
eAs (g (X (s,X0, ω))− g (X (s− t,X (t,X0, ω) , θtω))) dWs.
Then, introduce the notation
ξr ::= X (r + t,X0, ω)−X (r,X (t,X0, ω) , θtω) ,
Fs ::= f (X (s+ t,X0, ω))− f (X (s,X (t,X0, ω) , θtω)) ,
Gs ::= g (X (s+ t,X0, ω))− g (X (s,X (t,X0, ω) , θtω)) ,
in which we have the following:
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E
(
|ξr|2
)
≤ 2
(∫ r
0
∣∣∣e−A(r−s)∣∣∣√E (|Fs|2)ds)2 + 2∫ r
0
∣∣∣e−A(r−s)∣∣∣2E (|Gs|2) ds
≤ 2β21
∫ r
0
∣∣∣e−A(r−s)∣∣∣2 ds ∫ r
0
E
(
|ξs|2
)
ds+ 2β22
∫ r
0
∣∣∣e−A(r−s)∣∣∣2E (|ξs|2) ds
≤ K
∫ r
0
E
(
|ξs|2
)
ds,
where constant K is uniform in r, t,X0. From here Gronwall’s lemma gives a straight-
forward result:
E
(
|ξr|2
)
= 0,
and thus, for fixed (r, t,X0):
X (r + t,X0, ω)−X (r,X (t,X0, ω) , θtω) = 0
almost surely. Now, since the cocycle property is satisfied almost surely for any fixed
(r, t,X0), we can extend it for any rational r ≥ 0, t ≥ 0, X0. Then, for any irrational
(r, t,X0), r, t ≥ 0, we choose any sequence of rationals (rn, tn, (X0)n), rn, tn ≥ 0,
converging to (r, t,X0), and due to almost surely continuity property, we have:
X (r + t,X0, ω)−X (r,X (t,X0, ω) , θtω)
= lim
n→∞ (X (rn + tn, (X0)n , ω)−X (rn, X (tn, (X0)n , ω) , θtnω))
= 0.
So, the cocyle property is established and the solution of SDE (4.13) generates a con-
tinuous random dynamical system. Note also that from Lemma 4.5.10 we can also
easily prove that for all r, t ≥ 0, all τ and X0 the following is also satisfied:
X (r + t,X0, θτω) = X (r,X (t,X0, θτω) , θt+τω)
almost surely.
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We can now establish the existence of an attractor.
Theorem 4.5.12. Assume Conditions 1, 2 hold. Then there exists X∗ ∈ L2 (Ω), such
that for any initial value X0 (ω) satisfying Condition 3, the solution of (4.16) satisfies:
lim
t→∞
∥∥Xtt (X0 (ω))−X∗ (ω)∥∥2 = 0.
Proof. Condition 3 implies that X0 (ω) belongs to a Banach space L2 (Ω). According to
Lemma 4.5.1, Xtt (X0 (ω)) maps L2 (Ω) into itself. SinceX
t
r defines a random dynamical
system for any positive r, t, we can use the cocycle property to obtain: for any p ≥ 0
Xt+pr+p (X0) = X (r + p,X0, θ−t−pω) = X (r,X (p,X0, θ−t−pω) , θ−tω) .
Now, according to Lemma 4.5.1: X (p,X0, θ−t−pω) ∈ L2 (Ω) . Thus, using Remark
4.5.6, for any  > 0, any p ≥ 0, there exists r∗ > 0, such that for any r ≥ r∗:∥∥∥Xtr (X0)−Xt+pr+p (X0)∥∥∥
2
≤ .
Now take r = t and observe an arbitrary sequence of real numbers t1, t2, . . . , tn, diverg-
ing to infinity. The last obtained inequality states that there exists n0 > 0, such that
for any i, j ≥ n0: ∥∥∥Xtiti (X0)−Xtjtj (X0)∥∥∥2 ≤ ,
which shows that Xtiti (X0) is a Cauchy sequence, thus converges within the space
L2 (Ω). According to the convergence criterion, Xtt (X0 (ω)) converges to some X
∗ (ω)
in L2 (Ω). Now, in order to show the independence of the limit from the initial point,
for any Y0 (ω) satisfying Condition 3, we observe the following:
∥∥X∗ (ω)−Xtt (Y0 (ω))∥∥2 ≤ ∥∥X∗ (ω)−Xtt (X0 (ω))∥∥2
+
∥∥Xtt (X0 (ω))−Xtt (Y0 (ω))∥∥2 .
Now, sending t to infinity makes the right-hand side small enough and we obtain the
convergence.
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Remark 4.5.13. The solution of SDE (4.13) generates a random dynamical system
X (t,X0, ω). We have shown that there exists X∗ (ω), which attracts all initial points
X0 in L2 (Ω). The invariance of X∗ (ω) can be easily established: for any fixed t ≥ 0,
any s > t, look at
(θtω) ◦X (s,Xs0 , θ−sω) = X
(
s,Xs−t0 , θt−sω
)
.
Note that
X
(
s,Xs−t0 , θs−tω
)
= X
(
t,X
(
s− t,Xs−t0 , θt−sω
)
, ω
)
.
Now due to Lemma 4.5.5 and properties of the ergodic Wiener shift,
E
(
|X (t,X∗ (ω) , ω)−X∗ (θtω)|2
)
≤ 2 E
(∣∣X (t,X∗ (ω) , ω)−X (t,X (s− t,Xs−t0 , θt−sω) , ω)∣∣2)
+ 2 E
(∣∣X∗ (θtω)−X (s,Xs−t0 , θt−sω)∣∣2)
≤ 2 E
(∣∣X∗ (ω)−X (s− t,Xs−t0 , θt−sω)∣∣2)
+ 2 E
(
|X∗ (ω)−X (s,Xs0 , θ−sω)|2
)
.
Now, sending s to infinity in the righthand side gives us
E
(
|X (t,X∗ (ω) , ω)−X∗ (θtω)|2
)
= 0
for any fixed t ≥ 0. From here we can establish that
|X (t,X∗ (ω) , ω)−X∗ (θtω)| = 0
almost surely for all rational t. Then, since (X (t,X∗ (ω) , ω)−X∗ (θtω)) is continuous
in t, we have that
X (t,X∗ (ω) , ω) = X∗ (θtω)
almost surely for all t ≥ 0.
So, the invariance is established. Attractness and invariance properties make X∗ (ω)
a stationary point, and a global attractor.
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We have proved the existence of a stationary point (which is also an attractor) for
stochastic differential equation (4.13). However, as we mentioned before, in most cases
it is not feasible to construct the stationary solution explicitly, and this is why we try
to approximate the fixed point numerically.
4.6 Numerical scheme
We employ standard numerical lay-out and use Euler-Maruyama method, which can
be found in many sources, including Kloeden and Platen [20], Milstein and Tretyakov
[32]. As for any numerical method, first of all we need decide on the time-mesh. We
will use equidistant discretization: divide time domain into N intervals of the length ∆t
and assume t = N∆t. We will apply the simplest explicit one-step numerical method -
Euler-Maruyama method to the equation (4.13). Starting from the time zero, at each
of the discretization points (i∆t) we set the value Xˆi∆t with the following iteration
formula:
Xˆ0 = X0
and
Xˆ(i+1)∆t = Xˆi∆t −AXˆi∆t∆t+ f
(
Xˆi∆t
)
∆t+ g
(
Xˆi∆t
) (
W(i+1)∆t −Wi∆t
)
,
where i = 0, . . . , N − 1.
After N iterations we can construct
XˆN∆t = (I −A∆t)N Xˆ0 +∆t
N−1∑
i=0
(I −A∆t)N−i−1 f
(
Xˆi∆t
)
+
N−1∑
i=0
(I −A∆t)N−i−1 g
(
Xˆi∆t
) (
W(i+1)∆t −Wi∆t
)
. (4.23)
We need to verify that this scheme generates a discrete time random dynamical
system. The measurability property is straight-forward, as well as the zero-time identity
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property. In order to show the cocycle property we need to prove that
Xˆ
(
(n1 + n2)∆t, Xˆ0, ω
)
= Xˆ
(
n2∆t, Xˆ
(
n1∆t, Xˆ0, ω
)
, θn1∆tω
)
(4.24)
for all n1, n2 ∈ N, ω ∈ Ω and all Xˆ0. It is easy to show continuity in starting point,
applying Kolmogorov’s theorem. Also note that for any fixed n1 ∈ N, and n2 = 1 the
property (4.24) is satisfied:
Xˆ ((n1 + 1)∆t,X0, ω) = (I −A∆t)n1+1 Xˆ0 +∆t
n1∑
i=0
(I −A∆t)n1−i f
(
Xˆi∆t
)
+
n1∑
i=0
(I −A∆t)n1−i g
(
Xˆi∆t
) (
W(i+1)∆t −Wi∆t
)
,
and
Xˆ
(
∆t, Xˆ (n1∆t,X0, ω) , θn1∆tω
)
= (I −A∆t)
(
(I −A∆t)n1 Xˆ0 +∆t
n1−1∑
i=0
(I −A∆t)n1−1−i f
(
Xˆi∆t
)
+
n1−1∑
i=0
(I −A∆t)n1−1−i g
(
Xˆi∆t
) (
W(i+1)∆t −Wi∆t
))
,
+∆tf
(
Xˆn1∆t
)
+ g
(
Xˆn1∆t
) (
W(n1+1)∆t −Wn1∆t
)
= Xˆ ((n1 + 1)∆t,X0, ω) .
Since the equality is valid almost surely for any fixed n1 ∈ N, we can extend it for all
n1 ∈ N almost surely. Now, using induction principle, suppose that (4.24) is satisfied
for some n2 = j, and try to prove it for n2 = j + 1. We have
Xˆ
(
(n1 + j + 1)∆t, Xˆ0, ω
)
= Xˆ
(
∆t, Xˆ
(
(n1 + j)∆t, Xˆ0, ω
)
, θ(n1+j)∆tω
)
,
since we have just shown the cocycle property for all n1 ∈ N and n2 = 1. Also,
Xˆ
(
(j + 1)∆t, Xˆ
(
n1∆t, Xˆ0, ω
)
, θn1∆tω
)
= Xˆ
(
∆t, Xˆ
(
j∆t, Xˆ
(
n1∆t, Xˆ0, ω
)
, θn1∆tω
)
, θ(n1+j)∆tω
)
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for the same reason. Since (4.24) was assumed to be true for n2 = j, it is easy to see
that it is true for n2 = j+1. Using the induction principle, the cocycle property (4.24)
is satisfied almost surely for all Xˆ0 and all natural n1, n2, and thus (4.23) generates
random dynamical system.
We will look for an attractor of the numerical solution (4.23), and thefore, as in
continuous time model, we will study the pullback. So, our pullback numerical scheme
is given by the following:
Xˆt0 = X
t
0,
and
Xˆt(i+1)∆t = Xˆ
t
i∆t −AXˆti∆t∆t+ f
(
Xˆti∆t
)
∆t+ g
(
Xˆti∆t
) (
W(i+1)∆t−t −Wi∆t−t
)
,
where i = 0, . . . , N − 1 and t = N∆t.
The pullback solution Xˆ
(
N∆t, Xˆ0, θ−tω
)
is given by:
XˆtN∆t = (I −A∆t)N Xˆt0 +∆t
N−1∑
i=0
(I −A∆t)N−i−1 f
(
Xˆti∆t
)
+
N−1∑
i=0
(I −A∆t)N−i−1 g
(
Xˆti∆t
) (
W(i+1)∆t−t −Wi∆t−t
)
. (4.25)
As in continuous time case, we need to establish some properties of the solution
(4.25). These properties are discrete time analogues of Lemmas 4.5.1, 4.5.5 and Theo-
rem 4.5.12.
Lemma 4.6.1. Assume Conditions 1- 3 hold. Then there exists a constant Cˆ > 0 such
that for any t ≥ 0, any integer M ≥ 0 and sufficiently small ∆t, the numerical solution
XˆtM∆t defined by (4.25) satisfies:
E
∣∣∣XˆtM∆t∣∣∣2 ≤ Cˆ.
Proof. For simplicity, denote Xˆti∆t by Xˆ
t
i . We have:
(1− α∆t)−2M
∣∣∣XˆtM ∣∣∣2 = ∣∣∣Xˆt0∣∣∣2 +M−1∑
i=0
(1− α∆t)−2i

∣∣∣Xˆti+1∣∣∣2
(1− α∆t)2 −
∣∣∣Xˆti ∣∣∣2
 .
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Notice that∣∣∣Xˆti+1∣∣∣2
(1− α∆t)2 −
∣∣∣Xˆti ∣∣∣2
=

(
Xˆti+1
)T
1− α∆t −
(
Xˆti
)T( Xˆti+11− α∆t + Xˆti
)
=
(Xˆti)T (I −A∆t1− α∆t − I
)
+
∆t
1− α∆tf
(
Xˆti
)T
+
(
W(i+1)∆t−t −Wi∆t−t
)T
g
(
Xˆti
)T
1− α∆t

×
(I −A∆t
1− α∆t + I
)
Xˆti +
∆t
1− α∆tf
(
Xˆti
)
+
g
(
Xˆti
) (
W(i+1)∆t−t −Wi∆t−t
)
1− α∆t
 .
Note that the matrix
(
I−A∆t
1−α∆t − I
)(
I−A∆t
1−α∆t + I
)
is non-positive definite assuming 0 <
∆t ≤ 1λ , where λ as before is the largest eigenvalue of A. As a result,(
Xˆti
)T (I −A∆t
1− α∆t − I
)(
I −A∆t
1− α∆t + I
)
Xˆti ≤ 0
for any Xˆti ∈ Rm. Also note that for every i, f
(
Xˆti
)
and g
(
Xˆti
)
are independent
of
(
W(i+1)∆t−t −Wi∆t−t
)
. Using this fact, the linear growth condition and Young’s
inequality, we get the following estimate:
(1− α∆t)−2M E
(∣∣∣XˆtM ∣∣∣2)
≤ E
(∣∣∣Xˆt0∣∣∣2)
+
2∆t
(1− α∆t)2
M−1∑
i=0
(1− α∆t)−2iE
((
Xˆti
)T
(I −A∆t) f
(
Xˆti
))
+
∆t2
(1− α∆t)2
M−1∑
i=0
(1− α∆t)−2iE
(∣∣∣f (Xˆti)∣∣∣2)
+
∆t
(1− α∆t)2
M−1∑
i=0
(1− α∆t)−2iE
(∣∣∣g (Xˆti)∣∣∣2)
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≤ E
(∣∣∣Xˆt0∣∣∣2)
+
C21∆t
2 + C22∆t
2α∆t− α2∆t2 (1− α∆t)
−2M
+
∆t
(1− α∆t)2
M−1∑
i=0
(1− α∆t)−2iE
(∣∣∣Xˆti ∣∣∣2)(2β1 + β22 +∆t (β21 + 2β1 |A|))
+
2∆t
(1− α∆t)2
M−1∑
i=0
(1− α∆t)−2iE
(∣∣∣Xˆti ∣∣∣) (C1 + β2C2 +∆tC1 (β1 + |A|))
≤ Kˆ1 + (1− α∆t)−2M Kˆ2 + Kˆ3
M−1∑
i=0
(1− α∆t)−2iE
(∣∣∣Xˆti ∣∣∣2) ,
where
Kˆ1 = E
(∣∣∣Xˆt0∣∣∣2) ,
Kˆ2 =
C21∆t
2 + C22∆t
2α∆t− α2∆t2 +
∆t
2α∆t− α2∆t2
(C1 + β2C2 +∆tC1 (β1 + |A|))2
ˆ
(
2β1 + β22 +∆t
(
β21 + 2β1 |A|
)) ,
Kˆ3 =
∆t
(1− α∆t)2 (1 + ˆ)
(
2β1 + β22 +∆t
(
β21 + 2β1 |A|
))
,
and ∆t and ˆ are chosen small enough such that(
2β1 + β22 +∆t
(
β21 + 2β1 |A|
))
(1 + ˆ) + α2∆t < 2α.
Applying now discrete Gronwall’s inequality gives us:
(1− α∆t)−2M E
(∣∣∣XˆtM ∣∣∣2)
≤ Kˆ1 + (1− α∆t)−2M Kˆ2 + Kˆ3 E
(∣∣∣Xˆt0∣∣∣2)(1 + Kˆ3)M−1
+ Kˆ3
M−1∑
i=1
(
Kˆ1 + (1− α∆t)−2i Kˆ2
)(
1 + Kˆ3
)M−i−1
.
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And finally,
E
(∣∣∣XˆtM ∣∣∣2)
≤ Kˆ2 + Kˆ1
((
1 + Kˆ3
)
(1− α∆t)2
)M
+
Kˆ2Kˆ3 (1− α∆t)2
(
1−
((
1 + Kˆ3
)
(1− α∆t)2
)M−1)
1−
((
1 + Kˆ3
)
(1− α∆t)2
)
≤ Cˆ,
where Cˆ > 0 is finite constant, since(
1 + Kˆ3
)
(1− α∆t)2 < 1
under our assumptions on ∆t and ˆ.
The next lemma is the discrete analogue of Lemma 4.5.5.
Lemma 4.6.2. Denote by XˆtM∆t and Yˆ
t
M∆t the solutions of the scheme (4.25) with
initial values Xˆt0 and Yˆ
t
0 . Assume Conditions 1, 2 are satisfied and assume Condition
3 is satisfied for both initial points, ∆t is sufficiently small as in Lemma 4.6.1. Then
there exists  > 0, dependent on ∆t, such that for any positive M :∥∥∥XˆtM∆t − Yˆ tM∆t∥∥∥
2
≤
∥∥∥Xˆt0 − Yˆ t0∥∥∥
2
(1− )M .
Proof. We have two solutions XˆM∆t and YˆM∆t, the difference between which is given
by:
XˆtM − Yˆ tM
= (I −A∆t)M
(
Xˆt0 − Yˆ t0
)
+∆t
M−1∑
i=0
(I −A∆t)M−i−1
(
f
(
Xˆti
)
− f
(
Yˆ ti
))
+
M−1∑
i=0
(I −A∆t)M−i−1
(
g
(
Xˆti
)
− g
(
Yˆ ti
)) (
W(i+1)∆t−t −Wi∆t−t
)
.
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Now denote
ξˆi = Xˆti − Yˆ ti ,
Fˆi = f
(
Xˆti
)
− f
(
Yˆ ti
)
,
Gˆi = g
(
Xˆti
)
− g
(
Yˆ ti
)
.
In this notation we have the following equation:
ξˆM = (I −A∆t)M ξˆ0 + ∆t
M−1∑
i=0
(I −A∆t)M−i−1 Fˆi
+
M−1∑
i=0
(I −A∆t)M−i−1 Gˆi
(
W(i+1)∆t−t −Wi∆t−t
)
.
Following a similar approach as in Lemma 4.6.1, we come up with the following:
(1− α∆t)−2M E
(∣∣∣ξˆM ∣∣∣2) ≤ E (∣∣∣ξˆ0∣∣∣2)+ Kˆ M−1∑
i=0
(1− α∆t)−2iE
(∣∣∣ξˆi∣∣∣2) ,
where
Kˆ =
∆t
(1− α∆t)2
(
2β1 + β22 +∆t
(
β21 + 2β1 |A|
))
.
Assuming ∆t to be small enough, such that
2β1 + β22 +∆t
(
β21 + 2β1 |A|
)
+ α2∆t < 2α,
and applying discrete Gronwall’s inequality gives:
E
(∣∣∣ξˆM ∣∣∣2) ≤ E (∣∣∣ξˆ0∣∣∣2)((1 + Kˆ) (1− α∆t)2)M ,
from where the result follows.
Again, we have a remark:
Remark 4.6.3. For any t > 0, for any  > 0, there exists M∗ > 0, such that for all
M ≥M∗: ∥∥∥XˆtM∆t − Yˆ tM∆t∥∥∥
2
≤ .
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Since the numerical approximations serve as a tool to understand the behaviour
of the exact solutions, then it is natural to provide some graphical illustrations of the
theoretical results. We will give two examples, confirming Remark 4.6.3.
Example 4.6.4. Suppose we are working with the numerical scheme (4.25) in one-
dimensional space of real numbers. We need to specify the time-mesh, as well as coef-
ficients in order to construct the solution, so choose the following:
∆t = 0.01,
M = 300,
A = 5,
f (x) = x+ sin (x) ,
g (x) = x+ cos (x) .
Note that this choice of coefficients satisfies Condition 1. Then, we need the Brownian
trajectory (we assume that ω is fixed). Note that the pullback was not used in Lemma
4.6.2, and consequently in Remark 4.6.3, and we can assume t = 0. So, starting from
zero at time zero, at each step we generate a normally distributed random variable with
mean zero and deviation
√
∆t: ψi = N
(
0,
√
∆t
)
, i = 1, . . . ,M . Brownian motion at
discretization points will then be defined by the following:
W0 = 0,
W(i+1)∆t = Wi∆t + ψi+1.
We will generate six different Brownian trajectories (corresponding to different ω-s)
and run six simulations, in each one constructing trajectories (according to (4.25)) of
processes Xˆ and Yˆ with different starting points. Choose the following:
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Xˆ10 = 2,
Xˆ20 = 1,
Xˆ30 = -5,
Xˆ40 = -2,
Xˆ50 = 4,
Xˆ60 = 30,
Yˆ 10 = -1,
Yˆ 20 = -5,
Yˆ 30 = 0,
Yˆ 40 = 4,
Yˆ 50 = 2,
Yˆ 60 = -30.
We present the graphs of the trajectories on three figures: Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2 and
Figure 5.3. On each picture there are two trajectories: one corresponding to Xˆ values
(darker - black line) and the other one corresponding to Yˆ values (lighter - red line).
We see that for any choice of initial points, the trajectories get extremely close as time
progresses. Of course, the illustration on its own cannot serve as a proof of convergence
of paths, but it certainly corresponds to the result of Lemma 4.6.2 and Remark 4.6.3.
Example 4.6.5. Let us show now that we can work with higher dimensions. Suppose
that the state-space is two-dimensional and Wiener process is three-dimensional. Let
the mesh be the same,
∆t = 0.01,
M = 300,
and choose the following coefficients:
A =
5 1
1 7
 ,
f
x
y
 =
x+ y + Sin(xy)
x− y − Sin(xy)
 ,
g
x
y
 =
x+ Cos(x− y) y x
x− y x x+ Sin(x+ y)
 .
Note again that this choice of coefficients satisfies Condition 1. We construct Brownian
trajectories as we did in the previous example, noting that three-dimensional Wiener
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process consists of three independent scalar Brownian motions. We will run two simula-
tions, in each one constructing trajectories of processes Xˆ and Yˆ with different starting
points. Choose the following:
Xˆ10 =
2
1
,
Xˆ20 =
−1
5
,
Yˆ 10 =
 0
−3
,
Yˆ 20 =
3
4
.
The results are presented on two figures: Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7. As before, the
darker line corresponds to Xˆ values and the lighter line corresponds to Yˆ values. The
coordinates of the processes are plotted separately, namely, each of two figures has two
separate graphs for first and second variables. As we see, the illustrations again confirm
the theory.
In the same manner as for continuous time, we can now establish the existence of an
attracting point.
Theorem 4.6.6. Assume Condition 1. Assume that ∆t is fixed, small enough and
t = N∆t. Then there exists Xˆ∗ ∈ L2 (Ω), such that for any initial value Xˆ0 (ω)
satisfying Condition 2, the solution of the numerical scheme (4.25) satisfies:
lim
N→∞
∥∥∥XˆtN∆t (Xˆ0 (ω))− Xˆ∗ (ω)∥∥∥
2
= 0.
The proof of this theorem is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 4.5.12.
We are looking at the pullback approximation Xˆ
(
N∆t, Xˆ0, θ−N∆t
)
, which is easily
shown to be a Cauchy sequence in L2 (Ω) space. Therefore, there exists a limit in this
space. We would also like to give provide an example, illustrating the result of Theorem
4.6.6.
Example 4.6.7. We will extend Example 4.6.5, showing the existence of an attracting
point for pullback. Let us keep the choice of the coefficient functions f and g the same,
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as well as the choice of A. Let’s also use the first three sets of the initial points. We will
construct three simulations (three choices of ω), each producing two paths with different
number of mesh-points. Let us choose the following:
∆t1 = 0.01,
∆t2 = 0.05,
∆t3 = 0.03,
N11 = 300,
N12 = 200,
N13 = 400,
N21 = 500,
N22 = 300,
N23 = 200,
So, for instance, the first simulation will show us the values of the process Xˆ (300
points) and the values of the process Yˆ (500 points). The time-step chosen for this
scheme is 0.01. This time we must consider pullback, as t was assumed to be N∆t.
The Brownian trajectory for the negative domain will be constructed as if we were
working with the opposite direction. We simply construct the positive time path, and
then reflect it against point zero.
We will plot two processes for each simulation on the same graph. However, we get
the best idea of the behavior of the processes if we shift back the process with the larger
N by the difference between N -s multiplied by the corresponding ∆t. As we see, as time
progresses, the trajectories get asymptotically close. Of course, we are mostly interested
only in the final points. However, the graphs also reflect the fact that whichever (large)
number of points we choose, as we move in time, the solution gets on the stationary
trajectory and stays there till the fixed point. This intuitive idea come from Theorem
4.6.6. Of course, the attracting point is a random variable, thus different for every ω.
Remark 4.6.8. It is easy to show that the attracting point of the pullback scheme
(4.25) is forward-invariant, and therefore a stationary solution and a global attractor.
The proof is the same as the proof of Remark 4.5.13, and we employ Remark ?? and
Theorem 4.6.6.
Remark 4.6.9. It is important to note that the obtained stationary point of the discrete
random dynamical system depends on the time-step ∆t, which we initially fix. Station-
ary points obtained with different time-steps ∆t1 and ∆t2 are generally not equal in the
L2-norm.
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So, we have shown that stochastic differential equation (4.13) generates a random
dynamical system, which has a stationary point. Also, we have shown that the ap-
proximating scheme (4.23) generates a discrete random dynamical system, which also
has a stationary point. So far we have answered two of the original questions. The
third question remains open - how close is the numerically constructed fixed point to
the fixed point of the exact solution. The last and most crucial section will investigate
this issue.
4.7 Convergence theorem
Note that the exact pullback solution at time N∆t has the form:
XtN∆t = e
−AN∆tXt0+e
−AN∆t
N∆t∫
0
eAsg
(
Xts
)
dWs−t+e−AN∆t
N∆t∫
0
eAsf
(
Xts
)
ds. (4.26)
The approximate pullback solution Xˆ
(
N∆t, Xˆ0, θ−tω
)
is given by:
XˆtN∆t = (I −A∆t)N Xˆt0 +∆t
N−1∑
i=0
(I −A∆t)N−i−1 f
(
Xˆti∆t
)
+
N−1∑
i=0
(I −A∆t)N−i−1 g
(
Xˆti∆t
) (
W(i+1)∆t−t −Wi∆t−t
)
. (4.27)
It should not be difficult to prove that as ∆t → 0, for any finite horizon, the
approximate solution converges to the exact solution. In the following, we will prove
that the approximate solution converges to the exact one as ∆t→ 0 in infinite horizon.
Theorem 4.7.1. Assume Conditions 1,2. Choose N∆t = t. If Xtt and Xˆ
t
t are the
exact and the approximate solutions, given by (4.26) and (4.27) respectively, then for
any sufficiently small fixed ∆t there exists a constant K > 0, such that
lim sup
t→∞
∥∥∥Xtt − Xˆtt∥∥∥
2
≤ K
√
∆t.
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Proof. It is easy to see that for any M ≤ N we have:
XtM∆t − XˆtM∆t
=
(
e−AM∆t − (I −A∆t)M
)
Xt0
+e−AM∆t
M∆t∫
0
eAsg
(
Xts
)
dWs−t
−
M−1∑
i=0
(I −A∆t)M−i−1 g
(
Xˆti∆t
) (
W(i+1)∆t−t −Wi∆t−t
)
+e−AM∆t
M∆t∫
0
eAsf
(
Xts
)
ds
−∆t
M−1∑
i=0
(I −A∆t)M−i−1 f
(
Xˆti∆t
)
. (4.28)
The proof of the theorem is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.6.1. First note that
(1− α∆t)−2M
∣∣∣XtM∆t − XˆtM∆t∣∣∣2
=
M−1∑
i=0
(1− α∆t)−2i

∣∣∣Xt(i+1)∆t − Xˆt(i+1)∆t∣∣∣2
(1− α∆t)2 −
∣∣∣Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t∣∣∣2
 .
Expand the term:∣∣∣Xt(i+1)∆t − Xˆt(i+1)∆t∣∣∣2
(1− α∆t)2 −
∣∣∣Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t∣∣∣2
=

(
Xt(i+1)∆t − Xˆt(i+1)∆t
)T
1− α∆t −
(
Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t
)T
×

(
Xt(i+1)∆t − Xˆt(i+1)∆t
)
1− α∆t +
(
Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t
)
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=
((
Xti∆t
)T ( e−A∆t
1− α∆t − I
)
−
(
Xˆti∆t
)T (I −A∆t
1− α∆t − I
)
+BT1 +B
T
2
)
×
((
e−A∆t
1− α∆t + I
)
Xti∆t −
(
I −A∆t
1− α∆t + I
)
Xˆti∆t +B1 +B2
)
=
((
Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t
)T ( e−A∆t
1− α∆t − I
)
+
(
Xˆti∆t
)T e−A∆t − I +A∆t
1− α∆t +B
T
1 +B
T
2
)
×
((
e−A∆t
1− α∆t + I
)(
Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t
)
+
e−A∆t − I +A∆t
1− α∆t Xˆ
t
i∆t +B1 +B2
)
=
(
Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t
)T ( e−A∆t
1− α∆t − I
)(
e−A∆t
1− α∆t + I
)(
Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t
)
+BT1 B1
+
(
Xˆti∆t
)T (e−A∆t − I +A∆t
1− α∆t
)2
Xˆti∆t +B
T
2 B2
+2
(
Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t
)T e−A∆t
1− α∆t
e−A∆t − I +A∆t
1− α∆t Xˆ
t
i∆t
+2
(
Xti∆t
)T ( e−A∆t
1− α∆t −
I −A∆t
1− α∆t
)
B1 + 2
(
Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t
)T I −A∆t
1− α∆t B1
+2
((
Xti∆t
)T e−A∆t
1− α∆t −
(
Xˆti∆t
)T I −A∆t
1− α∆t
)
B2 + 2BT1 B2, (4.29)
where
B1 =
1
1− α∆t
(i+1)∆t∫
i∆t
(
eA(s−(i+1)∆t)f
(
Xts
)− f (Xˆti∆t)) ds,
B2 =
1
1− α∆t
(i+1)∆t−t∫
i∆t−t
(
eA(s+t−(i+1)∆t)g
(
Xts+t
)− g (Xˆti∆t)) dWs.
Note that the sixth and the seventh terms of (4.29) were obtained in the following way:((
Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t
)T ( e−A∆t
1− α∆t − I
)
+
(
Xˆti∆t
)T e−A∆t − I +A∆t
1− α∆t
)
B1
+BT1
((
e−A∆t
1− α∆t + I
)(
Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t
)
+
e−A∆t − I +A∆t
1− α∆t Xˆ
t
i∆t
)
= 2
(
Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t
)T e−A∆t
1− α∆tB1 + 2
(
Xˆti∆t
)T e−A∆t − I +A∆t
1− α∆t B1
= 2
(
Xti∆t
)T ( e−A∆t
1− α∆t −
I −A∆t
1− α∆t
)
B1 + 2
(
Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t
)T I −A∆t
1− α∆t B1.
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Notice that the matrix
(
e−A∆t
1−α∆t − I
)(
e−A∆t
1−α∆t + I
)
is non-positive definite. Now we will
estimate separately:
E
(
BT2 B2
)
= E
(
|B2|2
)
=
1
(1− α∆t)2 E

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(i+1)∆t−t∫
i∆t−t
(
eA(s+t−(i+1)∆t)g
(
Xts+t
)− g (Xˆti∆t)) dWs
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
≤ 1
(1− α∆t)2
(i+1)∆t−t∫
i∆t−t
E
(∣∣∣eA(s+t−(i+1)∆t)g (Xts+t)− g (Xˆti∆t)∣∣∣2) ds
≤ 2 (τ + 1)
τ (1− α∆t)2
(i+1)∆t∫
i∆t
∣∣∣eA(s−(i+1)∆t) − I∣∣∣2E (∣∣g (Xts)∣∣2) ds
+
2 (τ + 1)
τ (1− α∆t)2
(i+1)∆t∫
i∆t
E
(∣∣g (Xts)− g (Xti∆t)∣∣2) ds
+
1 + τ
(1− α∆t)2
(i+1)∆t∫
i∆t
E
(∣∣∣g (Xti∆t)− g (Xˆti∆t)∣∣∣2) ds,
where τ is a small number from applying Young’s inequality, which will be fixed later.
Now,
(i+1)∆t∫
i∆t
∣∣∣eA(s−(i+1)∆t) − I∣∣∣2 ds
= Tr
 (i+1)∆t∫
i∆t
(
e2A(s−(i+1)∆t) + I − 2eA(s−(i+1)∆t)
)
ds

= Tr
(
(2A)−1
(
4
(
e−A∆t − I +A∆t)− (e−2A∆t − I + 2A∆t)))
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≤ Tr
(
(2A)−1
(
4
(
I −A∆t+ 1
2
A2∆t2 − I +A∆t
)))
− Tr
(
(2A)−1
(
I − 2A∆t+ 2A2∆t2 − 8
6
A3∆t3 − I + 2A∆t
))
≤ 2
3
(∆t)3 Tr
(
A2
)
.
So,
E
(
BT2 B2
) ≤ K7 (∆t)2 + (1 + τ)β22∆t
(1− α∆t)2 E
(∣∣∣Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t∣∣∣2) .
Similarly, we estimate the following term:
E
(
BT1 B1
)
= E
(
|B1|2
)
=
1
(1− α∆t)2 E

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(i+1)∆t∫
i∆t
(
eA(s−(i+1)∆t)f
(
Xts
)− f (Xˆti∆t)) ds
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
≤ 1
(1− α∆t)2
 (i+1)∆t∫
i∆t
∥∥∥eA(s−(i+1)∆t)f (Xts)− f (Xˆti∆t)∥∥∥
2

2
ds
≤ 1
(1− α∆t)2
 (i+1)∆t∫
i∆t
∣∣∣eA(s−(i+1)∆t) − I∣∣∣ ∥∥f (Xts)∥∥ ds
+
(i+1)∆t∫
i∆t
∥∥f (Xts)− f (Xti∆t)∥∥ ds
+
(i+1)∆t∫
i∆t
∥∥∥f (Xti∆t)− f (Xˆti∆t)∥∥∥ ds

2
.
We can estimate:
(i+1)∆t∫
i∆t
∣∣∣eA(s−(i+1)∆t) − I∣∣∣ ds ≤ Tr
 (i+1)∆t∫
i∆t
(
I − eA(s−(i+1)∆t)
)
ds

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≤ Tr
(
(A)−1
(
e−A∆t − I +A∆t))
≤ (∆t)
2
2
Tr (A) ,
so that
E
(
BT1 B1
) ≤ K8 (∆t)3 + 3 β21 (∆t)2
(1− α∆t)2E
(∣∣∣Xti∆t − Xˆi∆t∣∣∣2) ,
where the cubic term was obtained using estimates from Lemma 4.5.3. Now we estimate
the expectation of the third term of (4.29):
E
((
Xˆti∆t
)T (e−A∆t − I +A∆t
1− α∆t
)2
Xˆti∆t
)
≤
∥∥∥∥(Xˆti∆t)T∥∥∥∥
2
∣∣∣∣e−A∆t − I +A∆t1− α∆t
∣∣∣∣2 ∥∥∥Xˆti∆t∥∥∥2
≤ K12 (∆t)4 .
Similarly, we can estimate the expectation of the fifth term of (4.29):
E
((
Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t
)T e−A∆t
1− α∆t
e−A∆t − I +A∆t
1− α∆t Xˆ
t
i∆t
)
≤ K13 (∆t)2
∥∥∥Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t∥∥∥
2
.
Estimation of the expectation of the sixth term gives:
E
((
Xti∆t
)T ( e−A∆t
1− α∆t −
I −A∆t
1− α∆t
)
B1
)
≤ ∥∥Xti∆t∥∥2
∣∣e−A∆t − I +A∆t∣∣
1− α∆t ‖B1‖2
≤ K9 (∆t)2
K10 (∆t)
3/2 + β1∆t
∥∥∥Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t∥∥∥
2
(1− α∆t)2
≤ K11 (∆t)7/2 + β1K9 (∆t)
3
(1− α∆t)2
∥∥∥Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t∥∥∥
2
.
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Estimation of the expectation of the seventh term gives:
E
((
Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t
)T I −A∆t
1− α∆t B1
)
≤
∥∥∥Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t∥∥∥
2
‖B1‖2
1− α∆t (1 + |A∆t|)
≤ β1∆t
(1− α∆t)2E
(∣∣∣Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t∣∣∣2) (1 + ∆t |A|)
+K10 (∆t)
3/2
∥∥∥Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t∥∥∥
2
(1 + ∆t |A|) .
Expectation of the eighth term of (4.29) is zero. In order to see this, consider the
conditional expectation:
E
(((
Xti∆t
)T e−A∆t
1− α∆t −
(
Xˆti∆t
)T I −A∆t
1− α∆t
)
B2 | F i∆t−t
)
=
((
Xti∆t
)T e−A∆t
1− α∆t −
(
Xˆti∆t
)T I −A∆t
1− α∆t
)
E
(
B2 | F i∆t−t
)
= 0.
Using the law of iterated expectation, we get the desired result. Finally, expectation
of the last term of (4.29) is given by:
E
(
2BT1 B2
) ≤ 2(√K7∆t+ √1 + τβ2√∆t1− α∆t ∥∥∥Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t∥∥∥2
)
×
(√
K8 (∆t)
3/2 +
√
3β1∆t
1− α∆t
∥∥∥Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t∥∥∥
2
)
≤ K14 (∆t)5/2 +K15 (∆t)3/2
∥∥∥Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t∥∥∥2
2
.
Now we will combine all above estimates. Notice that the term E
(
|Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t|2
)
has
coefficients, the largest of which contains a constant multiplied by ∆t. The largest free
term contains a constant multiplied by (∆t)2. Choosing τ and ∆t sufficiently small,
and again applying Young’s inequality for the term (∆t)3/2
∥∥∥Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t∥∥∥
2
, we get the
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following:
(1− α∆t)−2M E
(∣∣∣XtM∆t − XˆtM∆t∣∣∣2)
≤
M−1∑
i=0
(1− α∆t)−2i
(
∆t
2β1 + β22 + δ
(1− α∆t)2
∥∥∥Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t∥∥∥2
2
+K16 (∆t)
2
)
,
where the constant δ can chosen such that: 2β1 + β22 + δ < 2α. Note also that we
choose ∆t small enough such that 2β1 + β22 + δ + α
2∆t < 2α.
Continuing the inequality, we get:
(1− α∆t)−2M E
(∣∣∣XtM∆t − XˆtM∆t∣∣∣2)
≤ K17 ∆t (1− α∆t)−2M
+
(
2β1 + β22 + δ
)
∆t
(1− α∆t)2
M−1∑
i=0
(1− α∆t)−2i
∥∥∥Xti∆t − Xˆti∆t∥∥∥2
2
.
Here we apply the discrete version of Gronwall’s inequality (Lemma 4.3.3) to get:
E
(∣∣∣XtM∆t − XˆtM∆t∣∣∣2) ≤ K18∆t.
Note that the constant K18 does not depend on M,∆t. Now, taking M = N and
noting that N∆t = t, we have:
lim sup
t→∞
∥∥∥Xtt − Xˆtt∥∥∥
2
≤
√
K18
√
∆t.
Corollary 4.7.2. If X∗ (ω) and Xˆ∗∆t (ω) are respectively the exact and the numerical
stationary points of the solution of equation (4.13), where the numerical solution was
obtained using the time-step ∆t, then∥∥∥X∗ − Xˆ∗∆t∥∥∥
2
≤ K19
√
∆t.
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Proof. Since∥∥∥X∗ − Xˆ∗∆t∥∥∥
2
= lim sup
t→∞
∥∥∥X∗ − Xˆ∗∆t∥∥∥
2
≤ lim sup
t→∞
∥∥X∗ −Xtt∥∥2 + lim sup
t→∞
∥∥∥Xtt − Xˆtt∥∥∥
2
+ lim sup
t→∞
∥∥∥Xˆtt − Xˆ∗∆t∥∥∥
2
,
and
lim sup
t→∞
∥∥X∗ −Xtt∥∥2 = 0,
lim sup
t→∞
∥∥∥Xˆtt − Xˆ∗∆t∥∥∥
2
= 0,
the result follows.
Corollary 4.7.3. If X∗ (ω) and Xˆ∗∆t (ω) are respectively the exact and the numerical
stationary points of the solution of equation (4.13), where the numerical solution was
obtained using the time-step ∆t, then:
lim
∆t→0
∥∥∥X∗ − Xˆ∗∆t∥∥∥
2
= 0.
Also, for almost all ω ∈ Ω and for rational ∆t:
lim
∆t→0
∣∣∣X∗ − Xˆ∗∆t∣∣∣ = 0.
Proof. The first statement is obvious. To prove the second one, for any fixed Z ∈ Q,
0 ≤ Z ≤ 1, assume
∆t =
1
(n+ 1)2
+
(
1
n2
− 1
(n+ 1)2
)
Z.
From Chebyshev inequality we have:
P
(∣∣∣X∗ − Xˆ∗∆t∣∣∣ ≥ n−1/4) ≤ K20√n( 1(n+ 1)2 +
(
1
n2
− 1
(n+ 1)2
)
Z
)
.
Introduce notation for a sequence of random events An:
An =
{∣∣∣X∗ − Xˆ∗∆t∣∣∣ ≥ n−1/4} .
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Note also that
∞∑
n=1
P (An) ≤
∞∑
n=1
K20
√
n
(
1
(n+ 1)2
+
(
1
n2
− 1
(n+ 1)2
)
Z
)
<∞.
From here, using the Borel-Cantelli lemma we get:∣∣∣∣∣X∗ − Xˆ∗ 1
(n+1)2
+
“
1
n2
− 1
(n+1)2
”
Z
∣∣∣∣∣→ 0
almost surely for n → ∞. Since this is true for any fixed Z ∈ Q, 0 ≤ Z ≤ 1, then for
any diminishing sequence of rational ∆t,
∣∣∣X∗ − Xˆ∗∆t∣∣∣→ 0.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and further research
5.1 Conclusions
We have shown that for a certain class of SDEs it is possible to approximate sta-
tionary solutions numerically. The stationary solutions provide us with the informa-
tion about the long-time behaviour of the random dynamical systems, generated by
the SDEs. In many areas of science, such as chemistry, biology, physics, finance, it
is important to know the equilibrium state of the system - the state where the sys-
tem rests without further change. The existence of such states has been discussed by
many authors in different variations. Many authors also attempted to simulate that
stationary points applying numerical techniques. In our case we considered Euler’s ex-
plicit method - one of the simplest explicit numerical methods. Our aim was to prove
the possibility of using approximations, not finding the most effective ones. We have
proved that the approximated stationary solution, generated by the Euler’s method,
applied to the SDE, converges to the exact stationary solution. As a consequence, we
can generate stationary distribution of the solutions.
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5.2 Further research
There are a few ways in which the results of this thesis could be extended. First
of all, in our model we made an assumption that matrix A was symmetric, positive-
definite. It would be desirable to prove the results under a weaker condition of A having
real positive eigenvalues.
Second, the established convergence of the numerical fixed point to the exact one
was in L2-sense. A stronger result concerning almost-surely convergence would be
desirable.
Third, in this thesis we have considered the case when stationary solution was a
global attractor of the RDS. It would be interesting and beneficial to consider the
case when the stationary solution was not an attractor, and then try to employ the
numerical method to find the fixed point. Even the two-dimensional case with the
diagonal matrix A having a positive and a negative element on the diagonal is not
straightforward. Thorough research is needed.
And finally, it would be very interesting to try to apply numerical methods to get
the stationary solutions of SDPEs. The stationary point in case of SPDE would be
a function, unlike a point in case of SDE, and therefore would contain more valuable
information.
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Figure 5.1: Convergence of paths with different starting points
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Figure 5.2: Convergence of paths with different starting points
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Figure 5.3: Convergence of paths with different starting points
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Figure 5.4: Convergence of paths with different starting points
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Figure 5.5: Convergence of paths with different starting points
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Figure 5.6: Convergence to the stationary trajectory
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Figure 5.7: Convergence to the stationary trajectory
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Figure 5.8: Convergence to the stationary trajectory
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